
Survey: More E. Jerusalem Palestinians
prefer Israeli citizenship

(Ed. note: The following story is going to
upset  the planners behind Israeli Apartheid
Week.)

JERUSALEM (JTA) - More Palestinian Arabs
living in eastern Jerusalem would prefer to
retain their Israeli citizenship after a two-state
solution is reached than live in Palestine, a new study found.

Some 35 percent of Palestinian Arabs surveyed chose Israeli citizen-
ship, 30 percent chose Palestinian citizenship and 35 percent
declined to answer when asked their preferences for citizenship after
a two-state solution is reached, according to a newly released survey
conducted by Pechter Middle East Polls in partnership with the
Council on Foreign Relations.

Some 40 percent of respondents said they would move to a differ-
ent home inside Israel if their neighborhood became part of Palestine,
while 27 percent said they would move to Palestine if their neighbor-
hood became part of Israel.

Those who chose Israeli citizenship most often mentioned freedom
of movement in Israel, higher income and better job opportunities,
and Israeli health insurance as their reasons. Those who chose
Palestinian citizenship overwhelmingly cited nationalism/patriotism
as their primary motivation.

Asked about a number of possible concerns about being part of
Palestine or of Israel, the major concern on both sides was the possi-
bility of losing access to the Al Aksa Mosque and the Old City, since
the placement of a border remains uncertain.

The other leading concerns about becoming part of Palestine
focused on issues such as losing access to jobs and free movement in
Israel, and losing Israeli government-provided health care, unemploy-
ment and disability benefits, and city services. The leading concerns
about becoming part of Israel focused on possible discrimination, los-
ing access to land, relatives and friends in Palestine, and possible
moral misconduct of their children.

Nearly half of the respondents said they believed that some
Palestinian groups would continue the armed struggle even if there
were a final peace agreement, and 63.5 percent said a new intifada is
likely or somewhat likely if peace efforts collapse.

More than 1,000 Arab residents of eastern Jerusalem were surveyed
last November by a West Bank-based Palestinian polling firm, the
Palestinian Center for Public Opinion. The survey has a margin of
error of 3 percent.
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Local organizers plan another
Israeli Apartheid Week

By MARTIN ZEILIG
Is Israel an Apartheid State, or

does it resemble one in some
ways – and should the issue be
discussed in universities?

Those contentious questions
are at the heart of a letter that
was sent earlier this month to all
Manitoba MLA’s by the local
branch of Independent Jewish
Voices – an international organi-
zation with 350 members in
Canada

“How can anyone denounce
discussion of Israel and apartheid
when a search of the University
of Manitoba library catalogue
indicates there are over 4,200
articles and 5 books on the
topic?” asked Professor Howard
Davidson, a representative on
the IJV national steering commit-
tee, who teaches in the Faculty of
Extended Education at the U of
M.

“Senior Israeli scholars warn of
a ‘creeping apartheid,’ and of
Israel having become a
‘Herrenvolk democracy,’” the let-
ter, which was signed by 30 peo-
ple, says.

Founded in 2008, IJV – Canada
is a national human rights orga-
nization whose mandate is to
promote a just resolution to the
dispute in Israel and Palestine
“through the application of inter-
national law and respect for the
human rights of all parties,” the
IJV website notes.

The IJV is a sponsor of Israeli
Apartheid Week.

“Israeli Apartheid Week (IAW)
is an annual international series
of events held in cities and cam-
puses across the globe,” says
information on the website Israeli
Apartheid Week 2011 –
www.apartheidweek.org

This year, IAW is set to take
place the weeks of March 7-20
on university campuses around the world.

“The aim of IAW is to educate people about the nature of Israel as
an apartheid system and to build Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions
(BDS) campaigns as part of a growing global BDS movement.

“Last year, Israeli Apartheid Week (IAW) took place in more than 40
cities across the globe. IAW 2009 happened in the wake of Israel’s
barbaric assault on the people of Gaza. Lectures, films, and actions
made the point that these latest massacres further confirm the true
nature of Israeli Apartheid.”

The first IAW held in Canada occurred at the University of Toronto
in 2005, while the initial such event was organized at the University
of Manitoba in March, 2010.

“The idea behind ‘Israeli Apartheid Week’ is misguided and danger-

Continued on page 2. See “IAW”.

Record numbers visit Auschwitz
(JTA) - The Auschwitz-Birkenau death camp attracted a record num-

ber of visitors in 2010.
Some 1.38 million people visited the site in southern Poland, up

from 1.3 million in 2009, the Auschwitz memorial museum
announced Wednesday.

More than a half-million Poles visited the site, as well as 84,000
British citizens, 74,000 Italians, 68,000 Germans and 63,000 French
nationals, according to a statement released by the museum. About
59,000 Israeli visitors came to the site.

Some 850,000 of the visitors ranged from schoolchildren to univer-
sity students.

About 1 million Jews were killed in Auschwitz during the Holocaust.

Professor HOWARD DAVIDSON:
“How can anyone denounce dis-
cussion of Israel and apartheid
when a search of the University of
Manitoba library catalogue indi-
cates there are over 4,200 articles
and 5 books on the topic?”

Ambassador of Israel to Canada,
MIRIAM ZIV: “All of Israel’s cit-
izens, whether they be Muslim,
Jewish, or Christian, can vote,
sit on the Supreme Court,
become members of the Knesset
and obtain high-level positions
in the army, hospitals, universi-
ties, and any other national
institutions.”
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Forum on Jewish poverty in Winnipeg Jan. 30
The United Jewish People's Order and the Sholem Aleichem

Community are holding a public forum on the important matter of
poverty among Jews in Winnipeg. It will examine what is poverty
and how is it measured? What are the effects of poverty in the
community in general and in the Jewish community? Dr. Frankel
will address these questions using the literature and statistics on

Jewish Poverty. The
solutions to pover-
ty will be exam-
ined from several
p e r s p e c t i v e s .
Following his pre-
sentation, the audi-
ence can con-
tribute to the dis-
cussion with ques-
tions and com-
ments for Dr.
Frankel and the
response panel
consisting of
Willow Aster, com-
munity member,
Neil Cohen, execu-
tive director of
The Community
Unemployed Help
Centre and a repre-
sentative from
Winnipeg Jewish
Child and Family
Services.
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UNITED JEWISH PEOPLE’S ORDER 
&

SHOLEM ALEICHEM COMMUNITY
Present:

RE-EXAMINING JEWISH POVERTY IN
WINNIPEG

SPEAKER: DR. SID FRANKEL
Social Work Department
University of Manitoba

Followed by a discussion with a response panel:
Willow Aster, Community Member

Neil Cohen, Executive Director,
Community Unemployed Help Centre

A representative from
Winnipeg Jewish Child & Family Services

Sunday, January 30, 2011
2:00 p.m.

at

Millennium Public Library
Carol Shields Room, 2nd Floor

Main Branch, 251 Donald Street (at Graham)

Refreshments to follow
Admission: $5.00
Students: $3.00

ously counterproductive,” Ambassador of
Israel to Canada, Miriam Ziv, said in an e
mail sent on January 20 to a Jewish Post &
News reporter.

“The State of Israel was established on the basis of democracy and
inclusiveness. All of Israel’s citizens, whether they be Muslim, Jewish,
or Christian, can vote, sit on the Supreme Court, become members of
the Knesset and obtain high-level positions in the army, hospitals, uni-
versities, and any other national institutions. Furthermore, ‘Israeli
Apartheid Week’ on university campuses does nothing to promote
peace or Palestinian interests, and only serves to incite hatred toward
the Jewish State.”

On 15 April 2010 Heather Stefanson (Tuxedo) urged the Legislative
Assembly to “denounce Israeli Apartheid Week as divisive, promoting
intolerance and undermining a balanced debate of the Israeli-
Palestinian question,” noted the letter writers.

“She argued that the word apartheid is offensive to victims of
apartheid in South Africa and ignores that Israel is a strong democra-
cy that respects the rule of law where citizens of all backgrounds vote
and serve in elected office.”

A check of Hansard (the minutes of the Legislative Assembly) con-
firmed the accuracy of Stefanson’s comments.

“Israel is not an apartheid state,” Shelley Faintuch, Community
Relations Director Jewish Federation of Winnipeg, wrote in an email
to this reporter in response to the IJV letter.

“What is the purpose of IAW? Fair criticism of Israel is a welcome
part of political debate. As Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist Thomas
Friedman put it: ‘Criticizing Israel is not anti-Semitic, and saying so is
vile. But singling out Israel for opprobrium and international sanction
out of all proportion to any other party in the Middle East is anti-
Semitic, and not saying so is dishonest.’

“I will welcome IJV’s participation in the political debate the day
they stop working for the destruction of Israel. Until then, it should
stay where it belongs: with the left fringe groups in the No-man’s land
of intellectual dishonesty.”

Davidson, however, calls IAW – the second such event will be held
in March at the U of M – a legitimate discourse with ample evidence
to prove it.

“People need to be free to talk about these matters without fear of
intimidation of any kind,” he emphasized.

“And, the purpose of this letter is education to fight against misin-
formation. This is not the time to dissuade students and faculty from
organizing Israeli Apartheid Week. Debate free of unwarranted con-
straints should be encouraged. The free expression of opinion on mat-
ters put before the public is a hallmark of genuine democracy.”

Jewish official: 
Montreal acts of vandalism are not isolated

TORONTO (JTA) –
Acts of vandalism at five
Jewish facilities in sub-
urban Montreal are not
isolated, according to
the head of the city’s
Jewish Community
Security Coordinating
Committee. 

Windows were
smashed early Monday
morning (Jan. 17) at four
synagogues and a Jewish
school in the heavily
Jewish suburbs of Cote
Saint-Luc and
Hampstead. 

Rabbi Reuben Poupko,
the security committee’s
chairman, said the van-
dals likely attacked early
Monday, at approxi-
mately 2 a.m. 

“There have been sim-
ilar incidents over the
past few months that
haven’t garnered any
attention,” he told the
Montreal Gazette. “It’s increasing in intensity and frequency.” 

Police say there is surveillance video available to assist in the inves-
tigation. Poupko said security cameras had been installed in the last
few years due to the rise in attacks on Jewish communal buildings. 

“We felt this was a necessary investment,” he said. 
Talking about Monday’s vandalism, Poupko told the Canadian

media that “These are cowards who act under the cover of darkness,
who fling rocks in the middle of the night, and they will not determine
how the Jewish community behaves or gathers for prayer or for study.
We will continue to use our institutions despite these continued
assaults on our buildings.” 

Last March, a synagogue in a neighboring suburb was defaced with
swastikas and ritual objects were desecrated. 

Two months ago, another synagogue in nearby Laval, Quebec, suf-
fered extensive damage after vandals placed a garden hose into a pipe
that led into the building’s oil tank and left it to flood overnight. More
than 600 gallons of oil spilled onto the back lawn, causing contami-
nation and other damage to the building. 

The Bay drops Ahava, but not because of boycott
TORONTO (JTA) - Jewish

groups are satisfied that a deci-
sion by Canada’s best-known
department store chain to drop
an Israeli beauty line is unrelat-
ed to boycott calls.

A joint statement Jan. 13 by The Bay stores, UJA Federation of
Greater Toronto and the Canada Israel Committee said that The Bay
was dropping AHAVA beauty products “primarily because of sales
results which had been declining for several years.”

The announcement came days after a pro-Palestinian coalition,
Canadians for Justice and Peace in the Middle East, launched a boy-
cott campaign against The Bay for selling the popular AHAVA line
of Dead Sea beauty products.

In a counter move, UJA Federation of Greater Toronto send out an e-
mail blast on Jan. 11 calling on consumers to “visit your local Bay
store, request AHAVA products and purchase them, if available, with-
in the next 48 hours.” If unavailable, consumers were urged to ask why.

Two days later, the joint statement from The Bay (known as HBC)
and the Jewish groups said the AHAVA line was dropped “after a
regularly scheduled review” of the products showed declining sales.

The statement noted that HBC’s decision, though it occurred at the
same time as the boycott was launched, was made “solely for com-
mercial reasons,” and that “at no point did political considerations
enter into” the decision.

“HBC neither subscribes to nor endorses politically motivated
boycotts of merchandise from countries with which Canada has
open and established trading relationships, including Israel,” it said.

The announcement added that AHAVA products will soon be
reformulated and redesigned as “a totally changed brand,” to be
available by mid-spring at HBC stores across Canada.

The international boycott, divestment and sanctions campaign
against Israel claimed victory in Britain this week when the leading
British retailer John Lewis announced it would no longer sell AHAVA
products.

IAW
(Cont. from page 1.)
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When
i m m i -
g r a n t s
f r o m
Eas te rn
E u r o p e
a r r ived
here in
the early

1900s, they were seeking a bet-
ter life for themselves and their
children.

Many, if not most, of them set-
tled in North End Winnipeg
where there were opportunities
for work and owning their homes
eventually, notes Russ Gourluck,
author of The Mosaic Village: An
Illustrated History of Winnipeg’s
North End (Great Plains
Publications 244 pg. $29.95).

The Jewish Heritage Centre is
sponsoring an illustrated lecture,
entitled “Winnipeg’s North End:
A Haven of Hope,” at Temple Shalom (1077 Grant Ave.) on Sunday,
January 30 at 2:30 pm.

“I will be talking about the immigration process and people’s mem-
ories of coming to Canada,” Gourluck, the author of three earlier
books of popular history about Winnipeg, said during an interview
earlier this month.

“One man I spoke to remembers coming over to Canada on a cattle
boat. Part way across the Atlantic, they had to change ships. And, there
were only a couple of wooden planks between the ships to walk across.”

Jews, not surprisingly, figure prominently in his book.
“By 1881, there were 21 Jewish families in Winnipeg and an overall

total of about 100 people in the province,” Mr. Gourluck writes in a
section entitled “Jewish immigration.”

“A year later, a party of 267 Jewish men, women, and children arrived
in Winnipeg, part of a mass exodus of Jews from Russia as the result of
the oppressive anti-Semitic policies of Russia’s Czarist government.
Some found jobs in rural Manitoba, including laying tracks for the CPR,
and others (despite a lack of agricultural experience) were involved in
farming. Most Jewish immigrants preferred to stay in Winnipeg, how-
ever, where jobs and business opportunities were plentiful and where
Jewish worship, education, and social activities were plentiful.”

To make his lecture “more meaningful,” Mr. Gourluck, whose next
book is entitled Silver Screens on the Prairies: An Illustrated History of
Motion Picture Theatres in Manitoba, remarks that he will be showing
a lot of photographs.

During the interview, he throws out the names of some prominent
North Enders including, Communist City Councilor Joe Zuken, long-
time NDP M.P. David Orlikow, and, the gambler Stanley Zedd, “a
Runyonesque character who wore custom-tailored suits and stylish
fedoras…and handed out the finest cigars and was often chauffeured
around in a black Cadillac” – among many other individuals men-
tioned in his soft covered book.

As one review said, the book evokes the sights, sounds, and flavours
of Winnipeg’s “most famous neighbourhood” – one which has changed
over the decades, and not necessarily for the better in certain ways.

But, in the midst of changes, there are still many signs of the North
End’s original immigrant cultures, Gourluck, who was a teacher and
administrator in public schools in Manitoba for 33 years before pur-
suing his “lifelong interest” in writing, observes. 

“Hearing people’s stories was the best part of my research,” he adds.
“I donated all the tapes of those interviews to the Millennium Library

and the JHC. So, those stories are available in the people’s own voices.”

Jewish Heritage Centre to present Russ Gourluck, 
author of best-seller about Winnipeg’s North End

Harry Walsh, Canada’s oldest practising lawyer,
inducted into Order of Canada

By MYRON LOVE 
Harry Walsh, arguably Canada’s greatest trial

lawyer, as well as the country’s oldest practis-
ing legal eagle, is one of the newest members
of the Order of Canada. The announcement of
Walsh’s induction – a long time coming con-
sidering that he is 97, was made on December
30.

“It was a complete surprise,” says the hon-
oree, “although my daughter, Arlyne, knew
about it. I have had dozens of congratulatory
calls.”

Walsh was recognized for “his dedication to
criminal law in Canada for more than 70 years
and for his advocacy against capital punish-
ment”.

Harry Walsh graduated from University of
Manitoba School of Law in 1937. Over the
years, he served as counsel for thousands of
criminal cases, including hundreds of murder
cases. As chair of the Canadian Bar
Association’s Criminal Justice Division, he led the campaign to abolish capi-
tal punishment in Canada.

“We worked on the campaign for many years until we finally got results,” he
says.

Parliament finally abolished capital punishment in 1976, a year after Walsh
and his committee persuaded the Canadian Bar Association to pass a resolu-
tion to that effect.

The other major highlight of Walsh’s legal career was helping to establish
Legal Aid Manitoba in the 1970s and recruiting senior people to work there.

In 2000, Walsh was named one of Manitoba’s Top 10 lawyers of all time by
the Law Society of Manitoba. He is a Life bencher of the Law Society of
Manitoba and a life member of the Canadian Bar Association.

In the Jewish community, Walsh’s principal involvement has been with the
Winnipeg Associates of the Ben-Gurion University of the Negev – the first
chapter in Canada - which he co-founded with his late wife, Irene. The Chair
in Jewish Law and Morality at Ben-Gurion University in Israel is named in his
honour. 

He notes that he supports most of Israel’s other universities as well.
He was also a long time member of the former Bnay Abraham Synagogue.
Despite his advanced years, he still puts in a full week of work at the office

(where his son, Paul, is a partner) and still lives in his own home. “I don’t work
weekends,” he says, “but I take files home with me to work on.”

By

MARTIN ZEILIG

RUSS GOURLUCK: “Hearing
people’s stories was the best
part of my research.”

HARRY WALSH: “I don’t
work weekends, but I take
files home with me to work
on.”

Pearl’s real murderer was 9/11 mastermind, probe says
LOS ANGELES (JTA) - Four

men were wrongfully convicted
of the murder of Wall Street
Journal reporter Daniel Pearl
nine years ago, while the actual
killer is the suspected master-
mind behind the 9/11 terror
attacks, a new investigation
alleges.

The revelations, which
include the allegation that a
dozen terrorists involved in the
killing are still at large and oper-
ating, are based on a three-year
investigation by the Pearl
Project conducted by journal-
ism students and faculty at
Georgetown University and the
International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists.

Heading the probe was a Asra Nomani, Pearl’s colleague,
from whose house in Karachi, Pakistan, the reporter left on
the day of his 2002 disappearance supposedly for an inter-
view with a high-level terrorist source.

The four men convicted in the slaying remain in jail, but
the actual killer is Khalid Sheik Mohammed, the key figure
in the 2001 attack on New York’s World Trade Center,
according to the project analysis.

Mohammed told U.S. investigators at Guantanamo Bay
that he slit Pearl’s throat and severed his head, the report
said, with independent forensic evidence pointing in a simi-
lar direction.

However, Washington officials decided not to charge
Mohammed, fearing it would complicate their case against
him in the 9/11 prosecution, the report stated.

Judea and Ruth Pearl, the parents of Daniel Pearl, said they
are still “trying to digest” the report and did not wish to go
into details at this point.

Judea Pearl said, however, that the authors were “good and
honest people who [conducted the project] with love.” Ruth
Pearl added that the project investigators had phoned fre-
quently and that she and her husband had provided valuable
contacts.

U.S. and Pakistani officials are accused of bungling the
pursuit of Pearl’s killers and then covering up the actual facts.

KHALID SHEIK
MOHAMMED, murderer
of Daniel Pearl and the
key figure in the 2001
attack on New York’s
World Trade Center.



Recent events in the Middle East show just
how rapidly previously-held notions can prove
out of date.

Take, for instance, the still somewhat confus-
ing situation in Tunisia. Apparently it was noth-
ing less than Facebook, of all things, that led to
the resignation of that country’s prime minister,
Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali who, it would seem,
had the word “despotic” permanently attached

to his name (as if there’s a single leader in the Arab world who is not a
despot).

The unexpected turn of events in Tunisia led to demands for “regime
change” in such other bastions of democracy in the Arab world as
Jordan, Libya, Yemen, Algeria, and Egypt, while Lebanon has been going
through yet another political upheaval with the withdrawal of Hizbollah
from that country’s government.

No one has a clue how this will all shake out. What is clear, however,
is that it will be increasingly difficult for repressive Arab regimes, no mat-
ter where they are, to keep a lid on their increasingly restive younger
populations.

Until now, unfortunately, it has seemed that the only alternative to
autocratic, family-ruling regimes in the Middle East have been Islamist
regimes that are far more repressive - talk about going from the frying pan
to the fire!

Yet, something seems to be happening in Tunisia that may hold a glim-
mer of hope for the rest of the Arab world. With food prices rising rapid-
ly and unemployment remaining at very high levels, combined with a
population explosion, Tunisia is not any different than any other Arab
country. 

Still, the fact that its prime minister fled the country rather than attempt
to suppress the forces rising up against him is viewed with alarm in other
Arab countries.

It is also viewed with alarm in Israel where, no matter, how cold the
peace may be with neighbours such as Egypt and Jordan, at least there
was a certain comfort that could be taken in the knowledge that Islamist
forces that would prove to be far worse than the current regimes were
being kept at bay.

How much longer that situation can persist is one of the many unknow-
able factors that go into planning for possible outcomes for Israel.

Given Israeli policy makers’ propensity for thinking short-term, howev-
er, it is unlikely that anyone within the current Israeli government has
spent much time thinking about what would happen were demands for
“regime change” to be taken seriously in the Arab world.

At the same time, reports that Israel and the Unites States have been
able to deal a blow to Iran’s attempts to develop nuclear weapons shows
just how creative some planners within Israel can be. If, as would seem
to be the case, those two countries were successful in embedding a virus
know as Stuxnet within Iran’s Natanz nuclear reactor facility (see related

story on this page), it
serves to reinforce the
view that Israeli plan-
ners ought to “think
outside of the box”.

While the threat
posed by Iran should
not be minimized, the
notion that an attack
on Iran’s nuclear facili-
ties is inevitable need
not be accepted.
According to various
reports, Iran’s ability to
produce a nuclear
weapon has been set
back months, if not
years.

In an era when
“cyberwarfare” is as
important as tradition-
al warfare, Israel is
able to count on a bril-
liant cadre of thinkers
who are keeping that
country at the forefront
of technological break-
throughs in the field.

Within the past year
in Winnipeg we have
been privileged to hear
from two Technion sci-
entists who have given
us a glimpse into some
of the marvelous inno-

vations that are the hallmark
of that institution. Not only
that, the brilliant book Start-
up Nation described in some
detail how the Israeli army
has developed an elite group
of cyberwarfare experts
whose creativity stands in
marked contrast to some of
the stodgy thinking that per-
vades the rest of the Israeli
military.

We can only hope that
Israel’s expertise in this area
will provide it with the kind
of protection from enemies
such as Hizbollah and
Hamas, who are also increas-
ingly sophisticated when it
comes to procuring deadlier
missiles.

But, as much as we in the
Diaspora continue to admire
Israeli ingenuity when it
comes to defending the country militarily, many of us despair at the total
lack of imagination that Israeli politicians currently display.

Yes, I know that Mahmoud Abbas is probably incapable of arriving at
any sort of a deal with Netanyahu, but does that excuse Israel from con-
tinually dragging its feet when it comes to negotiating with the
Palestinians?

As we watch an increasing number of countries give recognition to a
Palestinian state - with Russia being the most notable one to date, again
we are left to wonder how this will all play out. While Israeli diplomats
and politicians continue to insist that a Palestinian state can only come
about as a result of negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians,
events seem to be overtaking that long-held position.

Which brings me to the soon-to-be-held “Israeli Apartheid Week” -
which has become an annual display of hypocrisy and often outright
anti-Semitism. This year we plan on attending as many events as possi-
ble that IAW organizers here plan on holding. Now that we know full
well the nature of the criticisms that will be heaped on Israel, we plan on
challenging many of the assumptions that underlie this event.

No doubt the speakers who will be brought in to condemn Israel will
be fully capable of countering any arguments that we may marshal in
defence of Israel, but after having attended so many forums recently
where Israel has been made the focus of angry condemnation, it is evi-
dent that what is needed are more articulate and reasoned defenders of
Israel who are willing to engage in thoughtful debate.

What would be helpful to those of us who are interested in presenting
just such a position, however, would be some gesture from the current
Israeli government that would indicate that Israel is genuinely prepared
to make concessions toward peace with the Palestinians. Continuing the
expansion of settlements in the occupied territories (and no, I won’t refer
to them as Judea and Samaria) is hardly such a gesture.
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BERNIE BELLAN

Report: Stuxnet worm was U.S.-Israel project
(JTA) - The computer worm Stuxnet, which some say has set back

Iran’s nuclear program by several months or years, was a joint pro-
ject between America and Israel, The New York Times reported. 

Israel tested the virus, designed to destroy Iran’s nuclear cen-
trifuges at its Natanz nuclear reactor, at its Dimona complex in the
Negev Desert, according to the report published Saturday (Jan. 15).

Stuxnet reportedly has wiped out about one-fifth of Iran’s nuclear
centrifuges, delaying its ability to create its first nuclear weapons. 

According to the newspaper, in 2008 the German company
Siemens gave the Idaho National Laboratory information to enable
it to identify weaknesses in the computers it sold to Iran for its
enrichment facilities. Those weaknesses are what the Stuxnet worm
attacked when it was released the following year.

The worm worked by sending Iran’s nuclear centrifuges out of
control, while at the same time playing back recordings of normal
operations at the nuclear plant, meaning that everything appeared
normal to the plant’s operators even as the centrifuges were tearing
themselves apart.

Neither America nor Israel has admitted to playing a role in
designing Stuxnet.

In January 2009, The New York Times reported that President Bush
authorized a covert program to undermine the electrical and com-
puter systems at the Natanz plant. President Obama sped up the
program, according to the newspaper, citing unnamed officials.

Short takes
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WASHINGTON (JTA) - In the wake of reve-
lations that a computer virus may have set
back Iran’s nuclear weapons program, the
Western groups and analysts that track the
Islamic Republic are saying “More of the same,
please.”
The benefits of a nonviolent program that

inhibits Iranian hegemony by keeping the coun-
try’s nuclear weapons program at bay are obvious: Better to stop Iran
with cyber warfare - in this case, the Stuxnet computer virus, which
reportedly caused Iran’s nuclear centrifuges to spin out of control - than
actual warfare.

For those who favor engagement, the cyber attack buys more time to
coax the regime in Tehran into compliance. For those who favor the
stick, it allows more time to exert pressure on Iran through sanctions and
diplomatic isolation.

Almost coincident with last weekend’s revelations - published in the
Jan. 16 New York Times in a piece that detailed the extent of the dam-
age caused by the virus - Meir Dagan, the outgoing head of Israel’s
Mossad intelligence agency, said that Iran likely would not have a bomb
before 2015. Prior to that, Israeli assessments had predicted a weapon
as early as this year.

The Stuxnet revelations, if anything, reinforce the need for a tough
stance, said Rep. Howard Berman (D-Calif.), the ranking member of the
U.S. House of Representatives Foreign Affairs Committee. They under-
score how committed Iran is to producing a bomb, he told JTA.

“It’s a reason to push down on the pedal,” said Berman, who crafted
the most recent Iran sanctions law in the Congress. “Iran is still enrich-
ing uranium. It is absolutely critical we bear down with a comprehen-
sive strategy of which sanctions is a critical part.”

Mark Dubowitz, the executive director of the Foundation for the
Defense of Democracies, said the delay was welcome but that the
prospect of new complacency in the wake of its announcement makes
it more urgent than ever to maintain a posture that includes the threat
of a military strike on Iran.

“No individual measure is a silver bullet,” he said. Stuxnet “set back
the program but hasn’t stopped it. If you’re going to target a hard-line
regime, you’ve got to have a military option on the table.”

Such a concern was behind Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s
furious backpedaling in the wake of Dagan’s pronouncement about
2015. The Israeli leader dismissed the prediction as one of several “intel-
ligence estimates.” Dagan, reportedly under pressure from the Prime
Minister’s Office, recast the deadline this week as 2014 and noted care-
fully that Iran is capable of surprises.

Champions of engagement also welcomed the revelations of the dam-
age Stuxnet apparently caused to Iran’s nuclear program, seeing it as an
opportunity.

“The cyber worm may have set back Iran’s nuclear program, but it is
unlikely to alter its nuclear ambitions,” said Ori Nir, the spokesman for
Americans for Peace Now. “In order to introduce real change, the U.S.
and its international allies must change the manner in which they deal
with Iran and start to comprehensively engage with Tehran.”

No nation or entity has acknowledged being behind the virus, which
seemed to be designed to assume control of the nervous system at Iran’s
nuclear facilities and to spin the centrifuges out of control, damaging
about a fifth of them. The Times, citing anonymous sources, suggested
that it was a U.S.-led venture with Israel’s cooperation. Germany and
Britain also may have been involved, though perhaps unwittingly.

Mark Fitzpatrick, the director of the nonproliferation and disarmament
program at the London-based International Institute of International
Studies, said it was critical not to regard the virus as a “deus ex machi-
na” that would allow the world to shunt aside considerations of Iran’s
ambitions.

“Any solution to the Iranian crisis will require the use of a range of
tools, including tougher sanctions, tighter export controls, a contain-
ment and deterrence posture, and a readiness to talk,” he said. “Stuxnet
obviously provides some breathing space by extending the timeline for
Iran to get a bomb. It would be nice if it also gave Iranians a sense of
futility that their enrichment efforts are not going to give them a bomb
anytime soon.”

That’s not likely to happen, according to Geneive Abdo, the director
of the Washington-based National Security Network’s Inside Iran pro-
ject. Iran’s leadership is susceptible to popular Iranian support for its
nuclear program.

Because of public opinion, she said, “They’re very careful that they’re
not compromising on this issue.”

If anything, Abdo said, the revelations will prod the regime to become
more recalcitrant when it comes to major compromises, like shutting
down enrichment entirely. Iran has tended to harden its line when it is
weak.

Instead, she said, Western powers might press for compromise on
smaller issues like a broader regime of U.N. inspections. Western pow-
ers are scheduled to meet this weekend in Istanbul with Iran to discuss
its nuclear program.

“The West should use this breathing space to try and convince Iran to
agree to more verification,” Abdo said. Citing her sources inside Iran,
she said that “The Iranians are more fearful that more damage is on the
way, so that’s an incentive to compromise to some degree.”

Indeed, Iran last week invited representatives of major powers to tour
its enrichment plant in Natanz to see that Iran is limiting itself to civil-
ian-level nuclear power. The major powers - including the United
States, Russia, the European Union and China - declined, saying that the
only inspections they would sanction would be by qualified inspectors
from the International Atomic Energy Agency, the U.N.’s nuclear watch-
dog.

Dagan’s prediction and the Stuxnet leaks may have been timed pre-
cisely to pressure Iran to expand such inspections ahead of this week-
end’s talks, said Trita Parsi, the director of the National Iranian American
Council and the author of a number of books on Iran-Israel relations.

“The Obama administration has changed the metrics,” Parsi said.
“We’re not talking about the LEU count,” he said, referring to Iran’s

burgeoning supply of low-enriched uranium, which had worried the
West. “We’re talking about the centrifuges that have been destroyed.
Shifting the conversation to Stuxnet puts you in a stronger position.”

Domestically, Parsi said, the revelations also may pay off as the White
House fends off demands from Congress that it ratchet up pressure on
Iran, including through the military option.

Berman’s outlook suggested that was not likely.

NEWS ANALYSIS

With Stuxnet delaying Iran’s bomb, is the urgency gone?

By

RON KAMPEAS

Time to replace old terms 
Re: Myron Love’s article on Islamophobia, Jan. 12/11, he uses the

terms “pro-abortion” and “supported abortion”. These terms convey
the impression that there is a group of people who support abortion as
a good in itself. These terms have disappeared from the media to be
replaced by the factually correct terms, “pro-choice” and “supported
choice”. I hope that you will follow this correct editorial formula.

Harry Rachlis

Thunder Bay exhibit
I read with interest the recent article regarding the Thunder Bay

Jewish community exhibit in Winnipeg (Thunder Bay Jewish commu-
nity lives again in new Jewish Heritage Centre permanent display). As
a resident of Thunder Bay for the past 28 years and active member of
Shaarey Shomayim congregation, I was saddened by the portrayal of
this Jewish community as an entity of the past. In June 2008 we cele-
brated our first 100 years, the growth and promise of the present and
future of this small but vibrant Jewish community. Former Thunder Bay
residents from Canada, the U.S. and Australia attended this celebrato-
ry event and expressed their surprise and support for our perseverance
and determination to maintain a Jewish community in Thunder Bay. 

We continue to welcome new Jewish families to our community,
offer a comprehensive weekly children’s educational program with
approximately 12 children in attendance, conduct Shabbat services as
well as adult educational programs, and arrange for rabbinical lead-
ership for high holiday services. Our most significant challenge relates
to the financial obligations necessary to maintain our 50-year old syn-
agogue, programs and services, as well as our ongoing commitment
to maintaining our lovely cemetery. This is increasingly difficult as
structural problems develop, costs increase and resources continue to
be limited. 

Although our numbers are indeed small, the members of Thunder
Bay’s Jewish community are committed and determined to maintain a
home for spiritual, cultural and educational enrichment and growth in
our city. We are proud to say that the Thunder Bay Jewish community
continues to be vibrant and lives on!

Mona Finkel Shanahan
President

Shaarey Shomayim Congregation

LETTERS

Correction to story in Jan. 12 issue
In the story about Ben Chochinov in our Jan. 12 issue the article

stated that Ben started Seven Oaks Pharmacy in 1952. The pharma-
cy was actually built by Max Marmel in 1952, who went on to oper-
ate the pharmacy until he sold it to Ben.

By the way Max, who now lives in Toronto, has enjoyed a very
successful career in real estate in that city.



In the world of art,
successful sculptors
are few in number.
Winnipeg has been
fortunate to have been
home to some out-
standing practitioners
of the art. While the
late Leo Mol was the
dean of Winnipeg

sculptors – in demand internationally, Eva

Stubbs is arguably
right up there with
Mol as one of our
city’s most prolific
and gifted
sculptor/artists.

In recognition of her
life’s work, the
Winnipeg Art Gallery
is exhibiting 60 works
by the Hungarian-
born artist – incorpo-
rating both sculpture
and drawings – going
back 50 years.

“It seemed to be an
excellent time to
mount this exhibition
– on the heels of a
new book about Eva
by Faye Hellner,” says
Heather Mousseau,
the WAG’s communi-
cations co-ordinator.
“Our director,
Stephen Borys, is a
long time admirer of
Eva’s work, especially
her large-scale ceram-
ic pieces.”

A WAG press
release accompanying
the exhibit observes
that Stubbs’ work
“incorporates a wide
range of sculptural
media, including
bronze, plaster, wood,
stone, and clay, as
well as drawings in
charcoal, ink, and oil
stick. Her works are
figurative and
m e t a p h o r i c a l .
Mothers, children,

couples, and families recur as subjects, but
most are without specific identity. Bodies
embrace and teeter, merge and emerge; they
appear locked in struggle or caught at a
moment of willed metamorphosis. The human
form serves as the artist’s basis for a meditation
on larger themes that concern the human
species, such as historical memory, the desire
for intimacy, and our awareness of the precari-
ousness of existence. As such, Stubbs’ art is
deeply personal while, at the same time, it
reaches into a well of universal human experi-
ence.”

Stubbs says of her work that she chose to be
an artist in order to have a way of expressing
herself. “I prefer sculpture because I enjoy

working with three dimensions,” she notes.
Eva Stubbs was born into a Jewish-Hungarian family in 1925. Her

father was a grain trader who took his family out of Hungary to Spain
into the 1930s and later to Tangiers in North Africa. The family immi-
grated to Canada in 1944 as part of the first group of Jewish refugees that
the government allowed into the country. In her early twenties, while
convalescing from tuberculosis, Stubbs made the decision to enroll in
the Fine Art program at the University of Manitoba. She graduated with
a Masters Degree in Fine Arts. Over ensuing decades she furthered her
training at the Cranbrook Academy of Art in the United States, the Banff
School of Fine Art, and the Tokoname Clay Workshop in Japan. 

“In my early years, Winnipeg wasn’t such a mecca for art,” she says,
“but I got encouragement here and there.”

Stubbs taught art classes while raising a family through the 1960s. By
the mid-1970s she turned exclusively to her own practice, and has
exhibited in Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, and her native Budapest (in a
joint exhibit with the late Caroline Dukes, her good friend and sister
Hungarian-born Jewish artist). She played a founding role in SITE
Gallery, Winnipeg’s first artist-run commercial cooperative exhibition
space, which existed between 1995 and 2005. Stubbs was elected a
member of the Royal Canadian Academy in 1995.

The WAG exhibit incorporates works by Stubbs in the WAG archives
as well as works from over 30 public, corporate, and private collections.

While Stubbs is not planning on retiring just yet, she notes that she has
not had much time to spend in her downtown studio lately. “I have just
sold my house and moved into an apartment,” she says. “That has kept
me very busy.”

The exhibition, “Eva Stubbs’ The Rough Ideal” runs until March 20.
* * *

Winnipeg Jewish artist Bev Morton is also showing her work,
“Fabricscapes”– but only until February 2. Morton is the owner of the
Wayne Arthur Gallery – named in honour of her late artist husband - at
186 Provencher Blvd.

Morton notes that she has only been working in fabric for a couple of
years.

“When I first started painting,” she says. “I looked at inanimate objects
such as toys and gave them a whimsical life in my paintings. The peo-
ple were imaginary and I filled my spaces with vibrant colour. Many of
my fabric pieces started as paintings and I have recreated them in fab-
ric. Others are from my photos of vacations.”

She notes that she uses distinct lines to define form and colour, and
includes a lot of detail and pattern in her works. “I want to enable the
viewer to see all that I see,” she says. “I believe the simplicity of my
pieces allows the viewer to complete the experience. This work, in fab-
ric and mixed media is my depiction of the reality that is my life.”
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Social Notes

BIRTH    ANNOUNCEMENT

CORRIN/DANSON - Matthew and Kate are
thrilled to announce the birth of their second child,
WHITNEY LEAH CORRIN, on Saturday Janu-
ary 15 at Mount Sinai Hospital, Toronto. Whitney
is welcomed by her sister Annie and grandparents,
Hennie and Rick Corrin and Elaine and John
Danson. How lucky for Whitney to have proud
great-grandparents, Percy and Elaine Goldberg,
Jack and Evelyn Corrin, Barney and Isobel Danson
and Ruth Levy. Whitney Leah is named in loving
memory of her great grandfather, Labol Levy.
Aunties Rachel and Emily and Uncle Adam along
with all of Whitney’s extended family and friends
are celebrating her arrival.

WAG exhibit highlights 50-year career of Winnipeg Jewish artist 
OUR LITTLE SHTETL

By

MYRON LOVE

EVA STUBBS
(right) with
S t a n d i n g
Figures, 1983
(above). Clay,
oxides, metal,
and wood.
Collection of
the Burlington
Art Centre. Gift
of Mr. George
Stubbs, 1985. 

BEV MORTON (also exhibiting her works -
at the Wayne Arthur Gallery): “When I first
started painting, I looked at inanimate
objects such as toys and gave them a whim-
sical life in my paintings.”



(JTA) - In her first interview since the Arizona shooting, Sarah Palin
defended her use of the term “blood libel” and said she understands
its meaning.

“Blood libel obviously means being falsely accused of having blood
on your hands, and in this case that’s exactly what was going on,”
Palin told Sean Hannity in an interview Monday (Jan. 17)  on Fox.
Palin is a Fox guest contributor.

Historically the term refers to accusations that began in the Middle
Ages that Jews used the blood of murdered Christian children to make
matzah for Passover. But in recent days, Palin’s defenders, including
some prominent Jewish figures, say the term is also used more gener-
ally now along the lines described by the former vice presidential can-
didate.

In a video statement released last week, Palin defended herself
against criticism in the mainstream media that a map on her website
that used images of gun crosshairs to indicate districts targeted in last
year’s midterm elections helped lead to the violence. The district of
Rep. Gabrielle Giffords (D-Ariz.), who was shot and critically injured
in the Jan. 8 shooting attack, was one of the marked districts.

“Especially within hours of a tragedy unfolding, journalists and pun-
dits should not manufacture a blood libel that serves only to incite the
very hatred and violence they purport to condemn. That is reprehen-
sible,” Palin said in the video statement.

Palin, who would not discuss her future political aspirations, but is
thought to be a potential 2012 presidential candidate, pointed out to
Hannity that The Wall Street Journal had used the term in a headline
just days earlier. She said she does not believe her use of the term
makes her politically “toxic.”

Palin offered her condolences to the victims of the shooting and
their families, quoting from the book of Jeremiah.

The map was removed from her website by the paid graphic design-
er following the shooting, which Palin said she believed was appro-
priate. She also said the use of crosshairs on a political map was not
an original idea. 

Giffords’ condition was upgraded from critical to serious on
Monday. She is no longer on a respirator and a feeding tube has been
put in its place.

By REBECA KUROPATWA
A local ice-hockey league, in a city known for its

love of the sport, has just hit the ground running. 
JPEG (the Young Leadership Division of the

Jewish Federation of Winnipeg, for 25-45 year
olds) has started up a co-ed drop-in ice hockey
league.

The idea for the league was thought up by JPEG
board member, Dov Secter (33), last month.

Secter is married to Sarah Allentuck-Secter and
the couple have a six-month-old daughter, Sadie.

“Sarah is really my inspiration for Jewish com-
munity involvement,” said Secter. “I used to partic-
ipate in things here and there, but it wasn’t until
now that I really got involved – and I’m very glad I
did.”

The Jewish Federation sent Secter and his wife to
the “Flick the Switch” young leadership conference, and Secter said, “we
came back from there really wanting to do more in our community.”

Secter anticipates the hockey league and other upcoming JPEG pro-
jects will inspire others to be more community-involved. 

“There’s been a real disassociation from synagogues in Jewish com-
munities, particularly by the younger crowd,” said Secter, who made
a point of asking Shaarey Zedek Synagogue to be a part of this project.
“We’re now at the point where synagogues must come out to the peo-
ple.”

The hockey games will be held on Saturday nights, after Shabbat,
starting with a two-minute havdallah service on bended knee on cen-
tre ice. 

The location for the games – The Winnipeg Winter Club – has an
interesting twist. It is a place that for many years didn’t allow Jews. 

Secter expects about 25 people to come out to each session. There
will be five games throughout the winter, open to people of all skill
levels. The only prerequisite is that participants be able to skate.

As the program is being subsidized by Shaarey Zedek and JPEG, the
only cost for individual hockey players is $5/game. 

“We’re bringing people together to do something fun,” said Secter.
“Playing sports together, players also become really good friends.”

The first two games wer held on Jan. 12 and 15, to be followed by
three more games (Jan. 26,  Feb. 12 and 26). For more information,
contact Dov Secter at dsecter@mts.net. 
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According to
Judaism, each person
is expected to be a
“mentsch” (one who
goes out of his/her
way to help others
who are in need). 

Dr. Harvey Max
Chochinov (52), a

Winnipeg-based international leader in pallia-
tive care, understands this concept well. “The
essence of Jewish identity, for me, resides in
knowing where I come from, the history of the
Jewish people, and the values embedded in
Mentchleichkeit – that is, striving to be a kind,
honest, and generous person,” said the doctor. 

Chochinov’s great-grandparents and grand-
parents came to Winnipeg from Russia at the
turn of the 20th century, fleeing persecution
and prejudice. He and wife, Michelle, have
two daughters, Lauren and Rachel. 

“Mindful of our past, our family has main-
tained a strong sense of Jewish identity,
upholding cultural traditions from generation
to generation,” said Chochinov. “Jewish lan-
guage, music, storytelling, humour, and
Yiddishkeit are key elements of that tradition.” 

Holder of the Canada Research Chair in Palliative Care, Chochinov
is the Director of the Manitoba Palliative Care Research Unit at
CancerCare Manitoba, and is ranked Distinguished Professor of
Psychiatry at the University of Manitoba (U of M). 

“My research career has focused on trying to understand and
improve end-of-life experience for people facing life-threatening and
life-limiting conditions,” said Chochinov. 

“We’re living longer, so more people are encountering the age-relat-
ed consequences of growing old. My concern is that our health care
system won’t be ready to handle that challenge. We pay attention to
every other aspect of health care, but somehow neglect to plan for the
fact that every life eventually ends. The consequences of that neglect
means that patients suffer more, and families are denied the comfort
of knowing they followed the path of least regret.”

The Canadian Virtual Hospice (virtualhospice.ca) is a national web-
based resource, chaired by Chochinov, on palliative and end-of-life
care, loss, and grief. The website is visited by over 1000 Canadians
daily, including patients, families, healthcare providers, and volun-
teers (people from over 150 countries). 

The word “palliative” comes from the Latin word “palliare,” mean-
ing to cloak. Palliative care focuses on preventing and reducing the
severity of disease symptoms in those with serious, complex illness. 

“Facing the reality of death and dying is hard, but not facing it does-
n’t make it go away,” said Chochinov. “No one has a choice between
dying and living forever, but we do have a choice between trying to
plan for a good death, as opposed to not planning at all. Dying is
inevitable, but dying poorly ought not to be. Palliative care can pre-
vent suffering and provide everything from effective pain relief to emo-
tional and spiritual comfort. Until life itself is over, palliative care aims
to achieve the best quality of life possible.”

At VirtualHospice.ca, visitors can find information and support
appropriate from the time someone is diagnosed with a life-limiting
illness, for those with chronic progressive disease, and those caring for
the elderly. The Canadian Virtual Hospice provides personalized
answers to questions from physicians wanting highly technical input

about managing chal-
lenging symptoms and
from patients and fami-
lies wanting guidance
on how to navigate the
emotional challenges of
a terminal illness.
Unique in Canada is the
Ask a Professional fea-
ture that provides peo-
ple with access to spe-
cialists in palliative and
end-of-life care. The ser-
vices are free and there
is no subscription
required.

“We promote what
I’ve coined as the
ABCD’s of Dignity-
Conserving Care,” said
Chochinov. “This means
everyone working in
healthcare must under-
stand their attitude and
behaviour has a pro-
found influence on how
patients experience

care, as does compassion and dialogue. This approach acknowledges
who the person is and not simply what illness they have. It embraces
the values of humanity, kindness, and respect. No one likes being
thought of simply as a patient, so healthcare providers must find ways
to affirm personhood as part of comprehensive, quality patient care.” 

Chochinov suggested that people speak with their families about how
they wish to be cared for near the end of life. “These preferences can be
put into a Health Care Directive and people can name a health proxy.
This won’t solve the resource problem...but it will help people get the
kind of care consistent with who they are and their expressed wishes.” 

Vancouver doctor Dr. Beverly Spring
Another of the Canadian Jewish community’s palliative care leaders

is Vancouver-based Dr. Beverly Spring (60). She is married to student
and teacher of Mussar (Jewish spiritual ethics), Dr. Alan Morinis.

The globetrotting duo (with 28 and 24-year-old daughters) lived in
Toronto, England, and India before settling down in Vancouver in
1980.

“In India, I worked for the World Health Organization in the small-
pox eradication program and studied yoga and meditation,” said
Spring. “I discovered that serving others is a spiritual path.” 

The doctor went to medical school after returning from India. She
then worked as a family doctor before moving into her 15 years of pal-
liative care specialty.

Spring is Medical Director of the Vancouver Home Hospice
Palliative Care Service, which supports people in their homes, who are
living with a life-limiting illness. She is also a Vancouver General
Hospital’s Palliative Care Program consultant.

“At home, we’ve always been involved in the Jewish community and
Jewish, especially once our children were born,” said the doctor. “My
connection to Judaism has deepened in the past 12 years by the influ-
ence of my husband’s Mussar teaching and my own learning of it. 

“The Torah teaches us to be holy, and the Mussar masters guide us
in becoming whole. Our mandate as healthcare professionals is to fos-
ter healing which can be seen as supporting patients as they move

By

REBECA  KUROPATWA

Palliative Care leaders take Jewish ethics to a whole new level

Continued on opposite page. See “Palliative”.

DR. BEVERLY SPRING with vol-
unteer David and the Art Cart
on the Palliative Care Unit at
Vancouver General Hospital.

DR. HARVEY MAX
CHOCHINOV: “We pay
attention to every other
aspect of health care, but
somehow neglect to plan
for the fact that every life
eventually ends.” 



How should a society’s morality be evaluat-
ed? In his celebrated book A Theory of Justice
(1971), the eminent Harvard University
philosopher John Rawls attempted to answer
this question by first introducing the concept
of “a veil of ignorance.” Rawls understood
that our attitudes and preferences regarding
the rules for sharing society’s wealth are
strongly influenced, if not determined by our

particular circumstances. 
For example, if a person were blessed with great intelligence, he or

she might feel that the highly intelligent deserve society’s greatest
rewards. If a person of average intelligence possessed great physical
strength, he or she might feel that “the strong” should reap society’s
most generous rewards. People of great beauty might feel that the
greatest rewards should be garnered by beautiful people. If one were
disabled, one might feel that the disabled should be entitled to soci-
ety’s most generous treatment. 

Rawls argued that the task of making choices about the distribution
of society’s wealth should be conducted “behind a veil of ignorance.”
If we imagine Nature as the dealer in an elaborate card game in which
everyone participates when they are born, the cards that people are
dealt determine their genetic endowment and social circumstances.
Individuals would be behind a veil of ignorance prior to flipping over
the dealt cards. Someone who espouses an uncaring society that
would force disabled people to fend for themselves might make the
shocking discovery, once his or her dealt cards are turned face-up,
that he or she is disabled.

If Ayn Rand, perhaps the most prominent proponent of intellectual
elitism, were behind a veil of ignorance, would she have argued as

vigorously as she did that the exceptionally intelligent should reap
society’s greatest rewards? If she had no way of knowing whether she
would ultimately have less or more than average intelligence, would
she still have advocated intellectual elitism and a society lacking in
compassion for the mediocre and the downtrodden? 

A recent decision by a Toronto school board to increase funding for
a program for gifted children sparked heated criticism from some par-
ents who argued that such funds should instead be allocated to pro-
grams for children suffering from autism spectrum disorder, disabilities
and problematic behaviour. The reaction of the latter group of parents
reflects two facts. First, because school boards face severe budgetary
constraints, trade-offs between programs are necessitated: more fund-
ing for gifted students entails less funding for students with disabilities.
Second, “prioritizing” programs reflects the values and possibly the
interests of those who rank priorities. 

Meeting Rawls’ rigorous standard for viewing the world in an unbi-
ased manner – behind a veil of ignorance – is in fact an impossible
task. However fair and objective one strives to be, one is genetically
coded with biological traits and one is aware of one’s social circum-
stances. Only rarely will someone’s innate traits and social circum-
stances fail to bias his or her attitude in the direction of self-interest.

It is perhaps remarkable that despite the fact that in the real world,
social choices cannot be made behind a veil of ignorance, and despite
the fact that John Rawls found himself in an intellectually and materi-
ally privileged situation, he nonetheless formulated the following prin-
ciple of social justice that considerably transcended his privileged
position. In comparing the morality of two hypothetical societies,
Rawls argued that the morally superior society is the one in which the
lowliest member is better off.

from suffering to a sense of integrity and wholeness, whether
they’re cured or not.” 

Spring sees bringing the soul back into healthcare as a major pri-
ority, noting, “If all medicine aims to do is fix things, the patient

becomes objectified. Palliative care tries to restore the balancing skills of fixing and ‘doing
to’ on the one hand with relationship and ‘being with’ on the other hand. This way we relate
not just in our roles as doctor and patient but as human being encountering human being,
even as soul meeting soul.”

Working in palliative care gives Spring the opportunity not only to help others but also to
work on herself. “Working with people facing the end of their lives, we need to be attentive
to physical, emotional, psychological, spiritual, and practical issues,” she said. “Those issues
present me with opportunities to develop traits like kindness and compassion which are so
important on my own journey toward wholeness.”

Recognizing the value of whole person care, Spring helped establish the Art Cart on the
Palliative Care Unit at Vancouver General Hospital, which is now helping to spawn similar
programs around the country. Patients and families participate in creating their own healing
environment in their hospital room by choosing from a selection of 30 images brought to
their room by a specially-trained volunteer. 

“Research has demonstrated the many benefits of visual art in hospital settings for patients,
families, and health care professionals,” said Spring. “Benefits for patients include less anx-
iety, agitation, stress, and analgesic requirements. Staff benefits include higher morale, work-
ing conditions satisfaction, bridge building for patient-family communication. There’s trans-
forming potential in the images that supports people who are facing issues of uncertainty,
loss, and vulnerability.

“Choosing and discussing the art also creates rich opportunities for fostering relationships
between patients, families, staff, and volunteers – and through relationships life is affirmed.” 
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We are in good hands with Romspen.
For 20 years the boys at Romspen have been good to us, managing our
mortgage investments like they are their own. Consistent, solid returns
month after month, year after year. Both our investment and RRSP accounts
have grown so we will be able to retire in comfort. We can’t be more grateful. 

Like most long-term Romspen investors, we have brought our friends, 
family, partners and clients into the Romspen Fund. But most satisfying is
that our father, 95-year old Moses, is getting monthly interest on his hard
earned savings that allows him to live in a beautiful environment like
Kensington Place. L’chaim.

Eddy & Leo Cook

You’ve heard of the Romspen Mortgage Investment Fund. Isn’t it time 
you found out more? Call us to receive an information package or 
visit www.romspen.com.

The Grant & Wilton Coffee House 
is pleased to present

FLO

IN CONCERT

SATURDAY FEB. 5 AT 7:30 PM
Doors open at 7:00 pm, Tickets $10, 

Tel: 488-0207
1077 Grant and Wilton,
in Temple Shalom Hall

across from Grant Park Shopping Centre
(more parking up the ramp west of building)

Come for a casual evening of  excellent music... 
Fun - Set to Music 

Behind A Veil of Ignorance

By

IRWIN LIPNOWSKI

Palliative
(Cont. from page 8.)
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Rose and Joe Mindell look back
on 70 years of marriage

By MYRON LOVE 
Joe Mindell is very clear about who’s “in charge” in his marriage. 
When Rose tells me to jump, I ask: ‘How high?’,” he jokes. “She’s

the boss. I owe my success to her support.”
On December 15, Rose and Joe marked their 70th wedding anniver-

sary. To celebrate the milestone, Rose and Joe and their family went
on a two-week cruise in the Caribbean. Back home, they went for an
anniversary supper at Rae and Jerry’s Steak House (which is only 53
years old). 

Rose, who is 91, was the oldest of four daughters (her sisters have
all predeceased her) of Sam Malmed, who was much loved in our
community for voluntarily visiting the sick in hospitals for close to 60
years. 

The Malmed Family came to Winnipeg from Poland in 1929. She
grew up behind the family grocery store on Stella. 

Canadian-born Joe, 93, was the youngest – and is the last surviving
member – of five, and grew up on Magnus Avenue. 

“We had a lot of friends in common when we were growing up,”
Rose says. 

The couple were married
by the late Rabbi Herson at
the Volhyner Hall on Selkirk
Avenue. They chose a
December date because Joe
had just joined the Air Force
and was just about to be re-
assigned. He was away for
the next four and a half years. 

“I was posted back to Winnipeg six months before the end of the
war,” he recalls. “I was a signal man.”

In civilian life, Joe worked in sales, first at City Pawn, then Big Four
Sales and finally Leonard’s Department Store next door to City Hall.
Rose worked first at Stall’s and later at Clifford’s Ladies Wear. 

Both were active volunteers. The couple were members of the Bnay
Abraham Synagogue. Joe joined the General Monash Branch of the
Legion while Rose was a Pioneer Woman at Na’amat. 

After her father died in the early 1990s, she joined with several other
community members in continuing his hospital visits. The two of them
also ran the bingo at the Sharon Home for ten years. 

Rose and Joe lived on Enniskillen in the North End for 43 years.
Fifteen years ago, they moved to One Evergreen. A couple of weeks
ago, they settled into their new suite at the Shaftesbury. 

“In every life, there are ups and downs,” says Rose. “We have had
more ups than downs.”

Joe adds that the couple keep socially active (although Rose has
decided to stop driving) through participation in the Gwen Secter
Creative Living Centre and Stay Young Club programs and Shaarey
Zedek Seniors lunches. They also regularly attend theatre and the
WSO Pops concerts. 

Rose and Joe have one son, Sheldon, who is married to the former
Tannis Silver. They are proud of their three grandchildren, Jill (in
Vancouver), Fern (in Ottawa), and Drew here, and their two-year-old
twin great-grandchildren, Haley and Oliver. 

JOE and ROSE MINDELL:  “In every life, there are ups and downs,”
says Rose. “We have had more ups than downs.”

When Rose tells me to jump,
I ask: ‘How high?’,” Joe
Mindell jokes. “She’s the
boss. I owe my success to

her support.”

   by Colleen Murphy

The  
December  
  Man  

(L’homme de décembre)

PTE play, The December Man,
explores survivor guilt

Winnipeg actor Tristan Carlucci was only two years old when fourteen
female engineering students were separated from their male classmates
and killed by Marc Lepine at Montreal’s Ecole Polytechnique. Yet the
Canada he grew up in had changed because of this singular act of vio-
lence and hatred. 

Now 23, Carlucci will make his professional acting debut as ‘Jean’ in
Prairie Theatre Exchange’s The December Man. Jean is a fictional repre-
sentation of one of the young male students who was allowed to live by
Marc Lepine, but whose lives were never the same after the tragedy.

“He wants so badly to get back into this room and do things over
again,” says the young actor, of his character. “That’s one of the biggest
things pushing his anxiety forward. He has to get back into that room.”

Colleen Murphy’s The December Man, which won the 2007 Governor
General’s Award for Drama, reminds us all that these young men were
really victims as well. 

Following the Montreal Massacre, several of the young male students
were asked why they had abandoned the women. Globe and Mail
columnist Mark Steyn suggested that male inaction during the massacre
illustrated a “culture of passivity” prevalent among men in Canada, lay-
ing the blame more on the young men in that classroom who were trau-
matized for life by the horrifying sequence of events, which actually hap-
pened with blinding - and confusing - speed, than on the actual murder-
er.

By exploring the aftermath of the tragedy, Murphy’s play seeks to exam-
ine the ripples that any violence act can cause. As for the men who left
the scene, Carlucci says, “It’s nothing you should judge someone for.” 

Director Ann Hodges adds, “Like any survivor of a traumatic event, he’s
racked by the guilt of ‘if only this had happened’, so he is haunted by the
idea that if he had done something different, the tragedy could have been
averted.”

Carlucci traveled to Montreal this past summer to see firsthand the
place where the events of that dark day unfolded. “I went there to walk
the streets where his family would have lived,” says Carlucci. “I wanted
to not only see the school, but the cemetery and the park that he likes so
much in the play. That park is just breathtaking. I could see how, for a first
year engineering student, he would feel like he was on top of the world.”

The December Man runs at Prairie Theatre Exchange from January 26
to February 13. Tickets start at $25 and are available by calling 925-5269
or online at: www.pte.mb.ca



WHAT: In honor of Tzivos Hashem’s 30th anniversary, a special
worldwide “Power of Jewish Children” competition is being
launched, open to all Jewish children ages 5 to 13. Participating chil-
dren have the chance to win valuable cash prizes for the non-profit
organization of their choice!

There are 3 categories to the competition:
Heart- the Chesed Award for an exceptional act of kindness for

another. It can be a project for charity or another mitzvah involving
someone else. 

Hand- the Performance Award for the best display of talent. It can
be playing a musical instrument, a personally written story or poem,
artwork, a comedy skit or singing (singing for boys only). 

Head- the Achievement Award for exceptional studies, researching
and writing about something important or mastering a difficult area. 

A panel of judges will select 10 finalists in each of the 3 categories.
The general public will then vote on these 30 winning entries via the
website www.powerofjewishchildren.com from February 1st till
February 27th.

The top 3 finalists in each category will be given an expense paid
trip to New York City for the Tzivos Hashem Anniversary Dinner and
Concert, and will participate at the ‘Lamplighters worldwide talent
show’ on March 27th and be eligible for great prizes! The 9 finalists
will be required to showcase their talent at the concert, either in per-
son or by video. The final winner in each category will be selected by
a panel of judges. 

The 1st winner in each category will be awarded $5000 towards the
non-profit Jewish institution of their choice; plus $2500 for them-
selves.

The 2nd winner in each category will be awarded $2500 towards
their school or favorite organization; plus $1250 for themselves.

The 3rd winner in each category will be awarded $1000 towards
their school or favorite organization; plus $500 for themselves.

Winners will receive cash for their organization and half their prize
money in cash and half in a gift of Jewish books. The last 7 finalists in
each category will all receive $100 each and a “Power of Jewish
Children” Award certificate and a Family Pack of 6 tickets to the
Jewish Children’s Museum. 

The first 1000 contestants will receive 2 tickets each to the Jewish
Children’s Museum and a “Power of Jewish Children” Award certifi-
cate

The deadline for submissions is extended to February, 3rd, 2011
All submissions must be uploaded to www.powerofjewishchil-

dren.com and accompanied by a completed application form. Visit
the website for more information and for an application form.

Participants: All Jewish children ages 5 to Bar/Bat Mitzvah. 
WHERE: Worldwide
Sponsors: Collive and The Jewish Press

ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION: 

Tzivos Hashem, now in its 30th year, was established upon the urg-
ing of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, in order to put every Jewish child under
13 years of age on the forefront of making the world a place where
goodness and kindness prevail. Since its inception, Tzivos Hashem
has become a global movement, using books, magazines, youth
groups, contests, workshops and world-wide rallies via the internet to
educate and inspire over a million children who have joined to usher
in a new era of good. Through its unique ranking system, where chil-
dren join the Torah army and ascend from Sergeants and Colonels to
Generals, Tzivos Hashem has become one of the largest Jewish mem-
ber organizations in the world.

For additional information visit 
www.powerofjewishchildren.com
or contact Zevi at 718 907 8864,

thepowerofjewishchildren@gmail.com, 
or zsteinhauser@jcm.museum
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Bill Marantz

The Global Village is Shrinking
A couple of weeks ago Brenda and I

arrived in Southern California to find an
unexpected visitor waiting in the condo
we’ve been renting for the past few years. I
wasn’t surprised to see my old friend Joseph
Wambaugh sitting there – after all he’s a
resident of Palm Springs - but right beside
him, clad in a canary yellow jacket, was
“The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo!”

I didn’t take her from the bookshelf to renew our acquaintance,
but did order the movie from Netflix. Stieg Larsson’s creation was
much more appealing on screen than in print. Swedish director
Rasmus Heisterberg (of whom I had never heard) managed to turn a
rambling, unfocused novel into a compelling and visually stunning
movie. Of course screenwriter Niels Arden Oplev probably deserves
a lot of the credit for ruthlessly pruning the dead wood. The first 100
pages of the novel, in which virtually nothing happens, take up five
minutes of screen time, and the last 100 pages, which concern
events that take place when the story is essentially over, are disposed
of in about two minutes. The movie is two hours long but you
wouldn’t know that unless you consulted your watch. The novel is
600 pages and seems longer than War and Peace. 

Yet TGWDT has been a hit with millions of readers, right? 
Well, appearances can be deceiving, so I logged onto Amazon and

did the math. Out of 2335 customer reviews, 1552 (roughly 66%)
gave it 4 - 5 stars, 512 (22%) gave it 3 stars and 302 (12%), gave it
1-2 stars for an average rating of 3 stars. Which is hardly typical for
a mega best seller. For example Stephen King’s The Shining got 666
reviews of which 608 (92%) were 4-5 stars and only 25 (4%) were
1-2 stars, for an average of 4 stars. 

So if more than 10% of readers agree with my assessment of
Larson’s writing skills how do you explain the phenomenal success
of the Millenium Trilogy? 

In a previous column I offered an explanation that was far too
facile. There are hundreds of badly written revenge and sex thrillers
published every year. The thing that separates the Millenium Trilogy
from the pack has no simple explanation. It’s the literary equivalent
of “man-made global warming” - a pandemic that defies rational
explanation. Even a sceptic like yours truly isn’t immune. The 007
remake of the Swedish movie will probably be a travesty but I’ll still
put it in my Netflix queue. 

Of course I’m just talking off the top of my head; for a more schol-
arly exploration of this phenomenon I suggest The Stieg Larson
Scandal by Andre Jute, a Kindle book that can be obtained for a pit-
tance at Amazon.com. And while you’re there you might as well
check out Jute’s 5 star review of the author’s mystery thriller,
Christmas Eve Can Kill You, available at better bookstores every-
where. 

30 years - 30 winners- $30,000 in cash prizes!
“POWER OF JEWISH CHILDREN” COMPETITION

Deadline extended to February the 3rd, 2011

By

BILL MARANTZ



By BERNIE SUCHAROV
(Photos by Joel Margolese)

The Hebrew Congregation of Winnipeg
Beach made a major change to the syna-
gogue this past summer. With the help of
many volunteers, Joel Margolese being the
project manager, the synagogue was
expanded and an addition was built to han-
dle the overflow crowds, as well as to add
more space for the kiddush following ser-
vices. 

The volunteers spent many Sundays during
the summer months building the addition.
Bad weather caused many delays, but final-
ly the addition was completed one week
before the official summer opening. Each
volunteer received a certificate of appre-
ciation.

The volunteers were: Joel Margolese,
Gordon Steindel, Sheldon Koslovsky,
Viktor Lewin, Harvey Zabenskie, Nestor
Wowryk, Kevin Wowryk, Victor
Spigelman, Jerry Pritchard, and David
Bloomfield.

On Sunday, June 25, 2010 a special cer-
emony was held to affix a mezzuzah to
the front entrance door. Gordon Steindel
had the honour of affixing the mezzuzah,
which was donated by Sid Bercovich and Clarice Silver.

Refreshments and food for the day were prepared by Phyllis
Spigelman, also known as our catering manager. Throughout the sum-
mer, Phyllis, Lenore Kagan and other friends prepared the food for our
kiddush.

A sound system was donated by Arch and Brenda Honigman in
memory of their father, Sam Honigman z”l. The system was installed
by Joel Margolese and Stevan Sucharov. This will allow the overflow
crowd to hear the service in the new addition.

There were also generous donations of 50 chumashim and an air
conditioner. The chumashim were donated by Gwen, Sheldon and
Mark Koslovsky. The air conditioner in the new addition was donated
by Joel and Linda Margolese.

The official opening of the synagogue for the summer took place on
July 3, 2010. We had an overflow crowd of 70+ people. This hap-
pened partly because of word of mouth and newspaper advertising in

The Jewish Post & News.
The Winnipeg Free Press also had an article about our synagogue

which we have labelled “The Classiest Little Synagogue on the
Prairies”

Throughout the summer we averaged between 35 to 50 people
attending our Saturday service. Without question this was our best
year so far. It can only get better.

For every Saturday service we prepared a personalized, laminated
haftorah for each person who volunteered to read the haftorah. They
were able to keep the bound copy as a keepsake for our 60 year cel-

Winnipeg Beach synagogue looks back on 2010 as milestone year
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Beth Shalom Synagogue is a key institution in Edmontonʼs vibrant
Jewish Community. We are 300 families strong and a member of
the USCJ (Conservative) movement. We require an Executive
Director to work closely with our Rabbi and synagogue Board. 

Our Executive Director will be responsible for most administrative,
business, financial, physical plant and staffing aspects of our
congregation. Our Executive Director will also be a key link to
current and prospective synagogue members, as well as the liaison
and resource person to the Board, its committees and to other
organizations in the community. 

Qualified applicants of any religious affiliation are welcome to
apply. 

Position available: Immediately 
Salary Range: $60,000-$70,000 

Reply in confidence with resume to: 
(by February 15, 2011) 
Beth Shalom Synagogue 
c/o #2500, 10303 Jasper Ave. 
Edmonton, AB T5J 3N6 
Attention: Howie Sniderman 
e-mail: hsniderman@wittenlaw.com

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR POSITION
BETH SHALOM SYNAGOGUE

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

Continued on opposite page. See “Winnipeg Beach”.)

Expansion of the beach synagogue 
Clockwise from top left - the original building, various stages of the 

Beach synagogue members gather Sept./2010.

construction process,
all undertaken by con-
gregation members.

Right - the expanded
synagogue.
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Community news Save $500 on next year’s tuition!
If you were offered an opportunity to change your life, live abroad, meet new

people and travel, would you take it? If you were able to be part of history, would
you? If you could attend a university that is ranked in the top 85 of all universities,
would you go? If you answered yes or maybe, have we got an offer for you!

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem beckons! With an unparalleled selection of
programs for students, it is the best option for a semester or year abroad available
to Winnipeg high school graduates and university students. And it’s the most fun
you will ever have.

Join over 4000 international students and study on Mt. Scopus at the Rothberg
International School. A variety of courses are offered to undergraduate and gradu-
ate students in English, Spanish, Russian, Hebrew and French. Options include:

The Freshman and Academic Gap Program, specially designed for first-year and
gap year students, offers courses in Israel and Middle Eastern Studies, Religion,
Brain and Behavioural Sciences and Environmental Studies.

The Government and Politics in Israel Program is also offered to outstanding
Jewish high school graduates interested first-year or gap year studies, in conjunc-
tion with the Menachem Begin Heritage Centre, Israel’s memorial and research cen-
tre commemorating the legacy of this late Prime Minister. Students study Israeli gov-
ernment, politics and society, Hebrew and Arabic, in a 9 month program that
includes trips and extended hikes across Israel.

The Undergraduate Study Abroad Program, (formerly the One Year Program), is
designed for 2nd -4th year students who can earn transferable credit while making
lasting connections with classmates and Israeli friends.

The Spring in Jerusalem Honours Program, for 3rd and 4th year students, is a
joint initiative of Harvard University and the Hebrew University for outstanding stu-
dents looking for a unique intellectual challenge. Students experience Israel
through field trips, social encounters with prominent Israelis, supervised intern-
ships, independent research projects and a variety of extracurricular activities.

Dance Jerusalem is a new program offered jointly by the Jerusalem Academy of
Music and Dance and the Rothberg International School, combining university-
level artistic training in the disciplines of Classical Ballet and Contemporary Dance
Choreography, Repertoire and Improvisation with academic exposure to Israel’s
social, historical and cultural environments. 

Jerusalem Sounds is a new joint initiative of the Jerusalem Academy of Music and
Dance and the Rothberg International School focused on a full music program con-
sisting of individual instruction, performance in small and large ensembles and
classes in Jewish and Israeli music. University courses in Religious, Israel and
Middle Eastern Studies, and more round out the coursework.

Art Jerusalem combined artistic training, university study and first hand exposure
to Israeli society. Offered as a joint initiative from the Bezalel Academy of Arts and
Design and the Rothberg International School, students may choose from a wide
variety of art courses in painting, sculpture, drawing and screen printing, as well as
from a broad array of university courses.

Information on all programs is available from the Canadian Friends of Hebrew
University office at 942 3085, or online at www.cfhu.org/students-rothberg. All stu-
dents are eligible for financial assistance, and registrations received by February 15,
2011 get a $500 discount. What are you waiting for? Make next year the year to
remember - call today! And inquiries from parents and grandparents are always
welcome. 

ebration. 
Once again Steven Hyman read Torah

for us during the month of July.
Volunteers from the congregation read

the Torah when Steven was unable to attend.
September 4 was our last service for this year. There were 40+ peo-

ple in attendance. One of the highlights was a special presentation to
Laurie Mainster for all the work he has done over the years to keep
our Synagogue alive. His daughter Gail was here from Vancouver to
witness the event. We had a special Kiddush following the service.
Phyllis Spigelman and Lenore Kagan, with help from other congre-
gants, prepared a superb kiddush for us. You won’t find anything like
this anywhere in Winnipeg. Our thanks go out to all who were
involved. 

We can’t forget Bernie Binder and his beverage centre. A wide vari-
ety for all.

Thank you all for making this a very successful year for the HEBREW
CONGREGATION OF WINNIPEG BEACH. We look forward to seeing
you all again in 2011 when summer services will begin in July.

In the event that any of you or your friends would like to daven, read
a haftorah, or have an aliyah, don’t hesitate to ask one of our orga-
nizing committee.

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Sid Bercovich - Bernie Binder – Abe Borzykowski - Saul Davis - Zvi

Dill – Aaron Goldman z”l - Steven Hyman - Laurie Mainster - Joel
Margolese - Allan Shnier - Phyllis Spigelman - Bernie Sucharov. 

We were saddened this summer over the passing of one of our long-
serving members and member of our organizing committee AARON
GOLDMAN z”l It would take volumes to describe all that Aaron has
done for our synagogue His passing has left a void that will be hard,
if not impossible to fill

Winnipeg Beach
(Cont. from page 12.)

GORDON STEINDEL affixes the mezuzah June 25.

Congregants in prayer Saturday morning.

PHYLLIS SPIEGELMAN (l) and LENORE KAGAN prepare kiddush.



CHAVURAT TEFILA SYNAGOGUE
Friday, Jan. 28. Candle lighting: 4:58. Mincha:

4:55. Schacharis: 9:30. Shabbat ends: 6:01. Sunday
morning service: 9:00. Weekday morning service:
8:00. Mincha/Maariv service for the week of Jan.
30-Feb. 3: 5:10.

Feb. 4,5 Rosh Chodesh Adar-1.
Friday, Feb. 4. Candle lighting: 5:10. Mincha:

5:10. Schacharis: 9:30. Shabbat ends: 6:12.
Mincha/Maariv service for the week of Feb. 6-10:
5:20

The Chavurat Tefila Synagogue on the corner of
Hartford and McGregor offers traditional Orthodox
services in an informal setting. We welcome any-
one who has yahrzeit or is saying kaddish to join us
for our twice-daily minyanim.

CONGREGATION ETZ CHAYIM
123 Matheson Avenue
Friday, January 28 - morning service 7:30 a.m.,

evening service 5:10 p.m., candle lighting 4:58
p.m.

Saturday, January 29 - Mishpatim - morning ser-
vice 9:00 a.m. Afternoon service 12:30 p.m.
Shabbat ends 6:01 p.m. 

Sunday, January 30 - morning service 9:00 a.m.
Monday, January 31-February 3 - morning ser-

vice 7:30 a.m. Evening service 6:00 p.m.
Friday, February 4 - morning service 7:15 a.m.,

evening service 5:20 p.m., candle lighting 5:10
p.m. Rosh Chodesh.

Saturday, February 5 - Terumah - morning service
9:00 a.m. Afternoon service 12:30 p.m. Shabbat
ends 6:12 p.m. Rosh Chodesh.

Sunday, February 6 - morning service 9:00 a.m.
Monday, February 7-Thursday, February 10 -

morning service 7:30 a.m. Evening service 6:00
p.m.

CONGREGATION SHAAREY ZEDEK
561 Wellington Crescent; website

www.shaareyzedek.mb.ca 
For program and event information, please check

our website or call the synagogue office. 
Friday, January 28 - Morning Minyan 7:30 a.m.;

Evening Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service 5:30
p.m.; Candle Lighting 4:58 p.m.

Shabbat, January 29 - Parashat Mishpatim.
Morning Service 9:00 a.m.; Evening Minyan 6:00
p.m.; Havdallah 5:59 p.m.

Friday, February 4 - Morning Minyan 7:30 a.m.;
Evening Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service 5:30
p.m.; Candle Lighting 5:10 p.m.

Shabbat, February 5 - Parashat Terumah/Rosh
Chodesh Adar I. Morning Service 9:00 a.m.; Family
Service 10:30 a.m.; Evening Minyan 6:00 p.m.;
Havdallah 6:11 p.m.

Daily Morning Minyan: Monday to Friday 7:30
a.m.; Sunday and Holidays 9:00 a.m. Daily
Evening Minyan: Saturday to Thursday 6:00 p.m.;
Friday Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service 5:30 p.m.

HOUSE OF ASHKENAZIE
Winnipeg’s oldest Orthodox congregation, oper-

ating from the same location at 297 Burrows, cor-
ner of Burrows/Charles, for over 80 years.

Join us for a daily morning minyan with Rabbi
Avrom Altein at 7:20 a.m.,
Shabbos and Yom Tov at 9:00
a.m, and Sunday at 8:30 a.m.

TALMUD TORAH - BETH
JACOB SYNAGOGUE 

Located at 1525 Main Street. 
Talmud Torah - Beth Jacob

Synagogue
Candle Lighting for Friday,

January 28, no later than 4:58
p.m. Mincha/Kabbalat Shabbat
at 4:55 p.m.

Saturday Morning Service at
9:15 a.m. Sedra of the Week -
Mishpatim. Shabbat
Mevarchim. Mincha Service at
5:00 p.m. Shabbat ends at 6:01
p.m.

Rosh Chodesh Adar 1 -
Friday, Feb. 4/Saturday, Feb. 5.

Daily Mincha/Maariv
Services at 5:00 p.m.

Candle Lighting Time for
Friday, February 4, no later than
5:10 p.m. Mincha/Kabbalat
Shabbat at 5:10 p.m.

Saturday Morning Service at
9:15 a.m. Sedra of the Week -
Terumah. Shabbat Rosh
Chodesh. Mincha service- 5:10
p.m. Shabbat ends at 6:12 p.m.

Daily Mincha/Maariv ser-
vices at 5:15 p.m.

Traditional Orthodox ser-
vices are conducted, and every-
one is invited to attend.

TEMPLE SHALOM
Temple Shalom, Winnipeg’s

only Reform Congregation,
1077 Grant Avenue, will be
holding: on Friday, Jan. 28 at
8:00 p.m.: Shabbat Service lay
led with Cantor Len Udow and
the Friday Night Live Band.
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Torah comment

The Holocaust & Jewish Pride
By RABBI AVROHOM ALTEIN

This Shabbat’s Torah Reading describes the
laws that govern property rights and damages.
Interestingly, these are the very first laws that
were given to the Jews after they heard the Ten
Commandments at Sinai. The Ten
Commandments themselves are replete with
laws that we would call plain humaneness
(mentchlichkeit) such as those forbidding mur-
der, robbery, perjury and adultery.

Why would it be necessary for G-d to come
down to earth for the sake of instructing intelli-
gent human beings about laws that are so basic
to any civilized society? Obviously, the Torah is
pointing out that without divine revelation, with-
out accepting a higher authority, human beings
are capable of rationalizing even murder.

We need not look too far to discover the proof
of this notion. The Holocaust demonstrated that
even the modern world, so highly advanced sci-
entifically and technologically, is quite capable
of rationalizing mass murder and cruelty to the
extreme.

That leads us to another observation in rela-
tionship to the recent controversy regarding the
Museum of Human Rights. It is shocking that
there are voices in the general community that
object to the Holocaust being given prominent
display. Even more shocking is that some of these
objections are coming from some leaders in the
Ukrainian Community.

Jews have had a long history of suffering horri-
ble monstrosities in the Ukraine, beginning with
Chmelnitsky’s hordes that sadistically inflicted
horrors on tens of thousands of Jews and wiped
out many Jewish communities, to the pogroms in
the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, down to the
open and active collaboration with the Nazi’s.
One would expect that of all communities, the
Ukrainian Community would be most interested
in addressing the Jewish suffering of the
Holocaust.

Most importantly, it is necessary not to lose
focus of how the Holocaust was totally different
and unique from all other atrocities humans have
suffered, especially in the modern era. Jews were
killed not because they were at war with anyone

nor because of a dispute over land, over
resources or over government. Jews were singled
out for extermination only because they were
Jews.

No doubt that the infamous famine in the
Ukraine was a horrible atrocity of magnificent
proportions. But it is totally different than the
Holocaust. The famine was the result of a dispute
over nationalism and over ownership. A tyranni-
cal communist dictator seized the farmland from
private owners and confiscated the produce as a
means to quash Ukrainian Nationalism. Nobody
killed people just because they were born as
Ukrainians.

The bombing of Hiroshima resulted in the
death of a hundred thousand people. It is sad,
but it was war. The Jews murdered in the
Holocaust were not at war with anyone.

It is absurd to hear the management of the
Museum Committee give a lame excuse as to
why the Holocaust deserves prominence, not
because it is any different, but “because there is
more documented research on the Holocaust
than other atrocities so it can serve as a gateway
to study the others.” Clearly, the Holocaust is
unique in that the only reason that Jews were sin-
gled out was because they were Jews.

The opening statement of this Shabbat’s Torah
Reading is that G-d instructed Moses, “Place
these laws before them (the Jews).” The Torah
uses the expression “place before them” rather
than “teach them” to imply that the system of
deciding issues of laws should be in the hands of
the Jewish courts. The rabbis explain that even if
in a particular instance the gentile courts rule the
same way as the Torah, nevertheless, it is a
Mitzvah to bring the case to the Jewish court.

Why is there a need to appear at a Jewish court
when the gentile court will give the same ruling?
The answer is because we need to appreciate our
own worth and value. Nobody else will appreci-
ate it if we don’t value it ourselves.

The world is so uncomfortable with Jews being
different that it won’t even allow us to be special
as victims! We can only compensate for this by
standing up with pride for being Jewish and for
anything associated with Jewish life.

SYNAGOGOGUE 
SERVICE TIMES



When I last spoke with Science and Math
Department Head Jamie Kagan of the Gray
Academy of Jewish Education in January of
2009, he was coaching one of the best kept
secrets in the Jewish community, a hot shot
AAA Varsity Girls basketball team spearheaded
by point guard Yael Kaplan who now plays at
the University of Winnipeg.

It followed that Kagan, who came to Gray
Academy from Morden Collegiate in 1994,

was going to be my go-to-guy for further information regarding the
Winnipeg Free Press January 13th edition indicating that the Gray
Academy Raiders AAA Boys Varsity team was ranked first overall in
high school basketball. 

Kagan, while he isn’t the coach of the boys team that now boasts a
10-1 record, wasn’t surprised that the 2011 Raiders was at this junc-
ture rated top dog, and was hardly sparing in his accolades.

“They’re an excellent team led by Keenan Benarroch, who has been
voted MVP at the last two tournaments. They have strong outside
shooting, they run the floor extremely well and they play just tena-
cious defence. They’re an excellent club from top to bottom, have lots
of depth and have kids coming off the bench who can score too,” he
said.

Kagan also added that the team’s solid core is as a result of four
Grade 10 boys moving up from the Junior Varsity squad that went to
the Provincials last year.

He also noted that, if this year’s Varsity boys didn’t duplicate the
aforementioned feat of the Juniors, it would be more than a surprise.
“They were just on the cusp last year,” he said. “They missed out in
the wild card game getting to the provincials. It would be quite a
shock if they didn’t get there this year. When they play well they can
beat anyone in the province at their level.”

Jamie, the Athletic Coordinator and who, along with staffer Greg
Beddome, a French-English teacher, coach the Junior Varsity boys,
made it perfectly clear that he has little to do with coaching the
Varsity. So, who then is the leader of the pack, Mr. Kagan? 

How about Michael Bennaroch, the Dean of the Faculty of Business
and Economics at the University of Winnipeg? “He’s a great guy and
a great coach,” said Kagan enthusiastically. “He’s volunteering his
time. The school can’t ask for anything more. He’s a great parent-vol-
unteer. If the school had more like him, it would be an even better
place.

“Michael is a grad of Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate. I believe they won
a provincial championship when he was there. It was a single-A clas-
sification at the time because of its smaller size. He was a very good
basketball player in his day - like most of the Benarroch family.”

A phone call to the dean’s Mathers Bay West residence revealed that
Michael hadn’t just a passing interest in the hoops game; he was liter-
ally steeped in it. 

“I have been involved in basketball for a large part of my life,” he
confirmed. “I coached after I graduated from high school; then I ref-
ereed for a long time. I did senior men and senior women’s and a bit
in college while working on my PHD in Ottawa.”

He concurred that the sport was not an easy game to officiate, and
appeared moderately surprised that I suggested that it was. “Yes, it is
a tough game to ref because the whistle blows a lot. There are many
out of bounds, fowls, and other violations. You really have to under-
stand the game at a different level. You try not to influence the game
because it has to be fair to both teams and hope no one is gaining an
advantage,” he explained. A large part of Michael’s interest and
motivation for the sport is that he is on the family plan. “I’ve always
loved basketball and it turned out that my kids started to play around
Grade 7; so I started coaching in the River Heights Community league
and a little bit in Fort Garry. 

“When my eldest son Aden got to Grade 10 five years ago I started
coaching my other son Keenan (now with the team), who also plays
with the Manitoba Magic in a Rising Stars league. I started there as an
assistant coach and then the last couple years I’ve been coaching that
team also. Two summers ago I coached the JCC Maccabi team when
they went to New York,” he concluded. 

Benarroch also conceded that being an official has enhanced his
tutoring skills because basketball itself is undergoing change. “The
game has become much more complex. The coaching is much more
sophisticated as are the offences, defenses, and mechanics of the
game. The level is much higher. I have to spend a great deal of time
educating myself, too. I’ve gone to clinics because, luckily, in
Winnipeg we have Basketball Manitoba. Slowly, over time, I have
been rebuilding my knowledge. It’s pretty competitive now with a lot
more university players coaching now.”

Michael is optimistic that his team has a chance to go far. “We won
our first two tournaments this year in Beausejour and beat Westgate,

last year’s provincial champion in the final, and Nelson McIntyre who
many consider either the best or second best this year in the semis.
Ravenscourt and St. James are also very good. 

“We also won a tournament at Portage La Prairie when we beat the
host team and the University of Winnipeg in the final for the first time
since I’ve been coaching.

“On Friday (Jan. 15) we lost our first game of the season,” he con-
tinued, “when we lost a high-scoring game to St. James by seven
points. We didn’t play very good defence.”

Benarroch also added that this year Varsity would be playing in five
tournaments and eight games within their league. The top four teams
will compete for the opportunity to make the provincials. 

Not unlike Kagan, Michael believes that this group has a lot of bal-
ance with five Grade 11’s and six Grade 12’s. “We’ve got really good
guards, size, quickness, and very good kids coming off the bench, and
there is not a big drop off (when they take to the court). Everyone real-
ly pushes each other and you know if you don’t perform well, there’s
somebody to come in at a pretty high level.”

The coach was reluctant to rate each of his players other than, when
pressed, to report that Keenan was MVP of the first two tournaments,
and Griffin Bernstein and Avi Stoller were each voted all-stars.

When queried as to where he finds the time to be so involved in the
hoops game he related that “When I took this job as Dean I said to the
Vice President that I am willing to give up a lot, but I really want to
keep coaching for a few more years.” 

I recall Kagan back in 2009 explaining to me that basketball at Gray
Academy instills a sense of pride in its players that lasts forever. “Once
you play you stay.” 

It figures, doesn’t it, Michael. 
The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former school teacher, and

covers football and hockey for Canadian Press and Broadcast News.
Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. Send news about Jewish sports

to Harvey Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V 1W7, e-
mail: harv360@shaw.ca
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THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

Gray Academy Varsity Boys ranked first in Winnipeg high school basketball league

Rehabbed Foreman returning to ring
NEW YORK (JTA) – Former boxing champi-

on Yuri Foreman will return to the ring March
12 after rehabilitating from knee surgery. 

Foreman, the one-time World Boxing
Association super-welterweight champion,
will meet Top 10 contender Pawel Wolak at
the MGM Grand in Las Vegas, Nev., promot-
ers Don King and Bob Arum announced at a
news conference Wednesday in New York
City. 

Foreman, a rabbinical student in Brooklyn,
N.Y., injured his knee during his title defense
loss to Miguel Cotto last June at Yankee
Stadium. Cotto will headline the MGM Grand card in a title bout
against two-division world champion Ricardo Mayorga. 

Showtime will televise the pay-per-view event. 

YURI FORMAN

Members of the top-ranked Gray Academy Varsity squad: Seated:
Josh Kerr and Shea Garber. Standing: Asher Billinkoff, Keenan
Benarroch, Griffin Bernstein, Michael Benarroch (Coach), Jeremy
Hecht, Max Erenberg, Josh Donen, Avichai Stoller and Ariel
Melamedoff. Missing: Raffey Levitt Pinsky, Aden Benarroch (Assistant
Coach) and Brayden Bernstein (Assistant Coach).
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Fern Swedlove/Movies

Clinical social worker Ruth
B.Z. Thomson spoke on
January 5, at the monthly
Health and Wellbeing Session
at Temple Shalom, about the
importance of emotional
health. “Having good emotion-
al health will help you be
healthy and have the resiliency

to face what you have to manage,” said Thomson.
Thomson has found that in her years of practice with

older adults, they often refer to a number of “F” words
that can work away at their emotional wellness: failure,
fragile, frantic, as well failure to cope. All of these
words can slowly erode a person’s independence, leav-
ing them feeling weak and lacking the inner strength to
manage and be happy with their lives, she said.

“This is preventable,” said Thomson. She had a num-
ber of suggestions for the group to help them maintain
their balance and lead happier lives.

Thomson recommends finding more positive “F”
words, beginning with focus. This is when you mindful-
ly make a decision. For example, if you have to speak to someone who
often leaves you feeling depleted then you could choose the parame-
ters of the call. “It is about choice, you can choose when you are
ready to speak to them,” she said. You can also focus on taking care of
yourself, creating space to do things that you want. Thomson used the
analogy of a car: “What do you put in your tank, what gives you gas,
what brings you joy in your life?” she asked the group. “You need to
practice every day to recharge our own battery.” 

She also suggests that you think about self-care as a way for finding
your voice. “If you take care of yourself each day, then you are active
in your emotional health,” said Thomson. “Being frantic just leaves

you twisted in knots like a pretzel.” Thomson finds
that taking time to do some deep breathing or bring
laughter into your life are great ways to re-energize a
person. 

Being friendly and compassionate also helps, she
said. “It is important not only what you say to people,
but how we listen to what people say to us.” For exam-
ple, Thomson spoke about how we might receive a
compliment. “Accept it, embrace it, just say thank-
you, even if you disagree, be gentle with yourself.”

Interestingly, the Yiddish language has a number of
Yiddish “F” words that echo the same message that
Thomson had for the group. What about “farblondzhet” –
when you have gone astray or lost your bearings ? Or you
may be “farmisht” – just mixed up? Or “fartutst” – befud-
dled? Why not replace it with “freilich” – happy, joyous?

Thomson suggested that finding a time when you
felt happy and wonderful can help with your emo-
tional health. “In remembering that moment, it is still
inside you. It can become a goal to reclaim this feel-
ing for your self,” she said.

People in the audience wondered about how emo-
tional health contributes to the winter blues. “Winter blues is because
you are out of tune, like a car, you may need a tune-up,” she said.
Thomson sees winter as being akin to having an illness of some sort.
“Sometimes it takes something to happen, like having a fall, to tell us that
we are moving too fast, living a frantic pace and to tell us that we are not
happy. That is when we realize that things are out of sync,” she said.

Emotional wellness contributes to our body, mind and soul and
effects our overall well-being, said Thomson. So whether you are “far-
blondzhet” (and a bit frantic), “farmisht” (and feeling like a failure), or
“fartutst” (and a bit fragile), think of things that make you feel “freilich”
(or happy) and content for your emotional wellbeing. 

Balance, energy and happiness for wellbeing

By

FERN SWEDLOVE

LOS ANGELES (JTA) -
Jewish talent won some
and lost some at the
Golden Globe Award cere-
monies, auguring a mixed
outlook for the upcoming
Oscar nominations.

Israeli-born Natalie
Portman waltzed away
from the Sunday evening
awards ceremony (Jan. 16)
in Beverly Hills, Calif., as
best actress in the drama
category for her impressive
turn as a tortured ballerina
in “The Black Swan.”

“The Social Network,” the
gripping if somewhat
skewed story of Facebook
founder Mark Zuckerberg,
won for best drama pic-
ture, but its star, Jesse
Eisenberg, lost out as best
actor to Colin Firth, who
portrayed England’s stuttering George VI in “The King’s Speech.”

“Social Network” won additional honors for screenwriter Aaron
Sorkin for best screenplay. Sorkin beat out, among others, Britain’s
David Seidler, who provided the inspiration and script for “The King’s
Speech.” Seidler’s paternal grandparents perished in the Holocaust.

In the separate comedy or musical category, Paul Giamatti, who is not
Jewish, emerged as best actor for his portrayal of the very Jewish pro-
ducer Barney Panofsky in “Barney’s Version.” The movie is based on the
novel of the same title by Canadian-Jewish author Mordecai Richler.

Denmark’s “In a Better World” won the prize for best foreign-lan-
guage film. Israel’s Oscar entry, “The Human Resources Manager,” did
not place among the five finalists.

For the first time since the end of World War II, no movie or docu-
mentary dealing with the Holocaust or the Nazi era was submitted for
either Golden Globe or Academy Award consideration.

The television musical show “Glee” was named best television com-
edy show, and cast members Jane Lynch, who plays cheerleading
coach Sue Sylvester, and Chris Cofer, who plays gay student Kurt, won
for best supporting actress and actor. Brad Falchuk, son of national
Hadassah President Nancy Falchuk, is a co-creator, producer, writer
and director on the show.

Israeli film fails to reach Oscar semis
LOS ANGELES (JTA) - Israel’s three-year streak of reaching the list

of five finalists in the Oscar race for best foreign language film has
ended.

This year’s Israeli contender, “The Human Resources Manager,”
was not on the list  Jan. 19 when the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences released its shortlist of nine semifinalists.

The Israeli film industry seemed tantalizingly close to its first
Oscar win when its entries were picked among the final five in 2010
with “Ajami,” 2009 with “Waltz with Bashir”, and 2008 with
“Beaufort.”

“The Human Resources Manager” found few supporters among
academy and earlier Golden Globe voters.

Among the foreign films on the selection committee’s shortlist
were those dealing mainly with war, disease and dysfunctional fam-
ilies. The films came from Algeria, Canada, Denmark, Greece,
Japan, Mexico, South Africa, Spain and Sweden. 

The five finalists will be announced Jan. 25; the winner will be
crowned at the Feb. 27 award ceremonies.

RUTH B.Z. THOMSON:
“What do you put in your
tank, what gives you gas,
what brings you joy in
your life?”

Jewish talent takes home Golden Globes

AARON SORKIN: best screenplay
for “Social Network”.

NATALIE PORTMAN: best actress
in the drama category for her
impressive turn as a tortured balle-
rina in “The Black Swan.”

PAUL GIAMATTI (who is not
Jewish): best actor for his portray-
al of the very Jewish producer
Barney Panofsky in “Barney’s
Version.”
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Harry Warren
We are Seniors
Chapter No. 6

What are some of the items that concern us
as Seniors? Good Health is one item, but how
do we remain healthy as we approach the
twilight of our years? By this, I mean mental-
ly as well as physically healthy. Keeping our
minds occupied is just as important as keep-
ing our bodies in good shape.

Diet and exercise are the keys to a healthy
body. We tend to have a great deal of time on

our hands, and eating between meals can lead to irreversible weight
gain. It’s much easier to put on weight, than it is to take it off! I never
had a problem until I stopped smoking over 40 years ago. Then, I
developed an appetite, which I never had before! I was always hun-
gry. When I attended a social where delectable food was being served,
I always ate more than I should. My weight began to climb and so did
my waistline. When I would mention it to my friends they would com-
ment:

“You don’t look overweight.”
“That’s because I have the shape of an iceberg, only 10 % shows.”
“My problem is that I am not tall enough for my weight. If I was six

inches taller, I would be the right weight!”
I have tried to stay away from fast food restaurants, as much as pos-

sible, as this could also cause additional weight gains if it becomes a
habit. I drank quite a few soft drinks until I noticed that each 12 ounce
can contained 160 calories! I would have to spend 20 minutes on the

treadmill just to work off 80 calories! What’s the solution? If you are
married, split it with your wife (if she agrees with the selection).
Alternatively, if you are single, split it with a friend, or if you are alone,
and calorie conscious, throw half of it down the drain.

With regard to exercise for seniors, there are do’s and don’t’s. If you
have a heart condition do see your doctor and take a treadmill test to
determine just how much exercise is good for you. If you feel any kind
of pain that’s certainly the time to stop and seek help. If you are at all
in doubt as to which kind of exercise is beneficial to you, try a
Personal Trainer (The Rady Centre has them) and that individual can
help you develop a program of exercise that is beneficial for your
physical condition, and do not procrastinate!

When the old Y.M.H.A. had the track located in the building, on
Hargrave street, I would try to run a mile two to three times a week (I
was much younger, then). One day one of my track friends remarked:

“Harry, how many miles do you do at each visit?”
“I try to do a mile,” was the reply.
“You should try to do a least two miles, in order to give your heart a

proper workout.”
“Your heart, or my heart?” was my reply.
The moral of that story is do not be influenced by others in per-

forming an exercise routine that is beyond your capabilities! You be
the judge!

Walking regularly, either indoors, or outdoors is excellent exercise.
Do take a cellphone with you if you walk alone outdoors, and do look
out for cars etc, when crossing the street (“elementary my dear
Watson!”). Do not become a couch potato!!

By

HARRY WARREN

LOS ANGELES (JTA) - Five alleged Israeli
mob members pleaded not guilty to charges
including murder in U.S. federal court in Los
Angeles.

Israeli brothers Meir and Yitzhak Abergil
and three other Israelis were ordered held in
prison without bond on Jan 14. They are
charged with crimes ranging from murder
and embezzlement to money laundering,
racketeering and running a large L.A.-based
Ecstasy ring. Yitzhak Abergil allegedly is the
crime boss of the operation.

All five were extradited July 13 from Israel
following a protracted legal battle to stand
trial in Los Angeles federal court.

In addition, a federal grand jury indicted
Yoram El-Al, who is considered one of the
world’s major Esctasy dealers, and Luis
Sandoval, who was charged as a member of
the San Fernando Valley-based Vineland

Boyz street gang, which is accused as the
main distributors of the Ecstasy ring and as
enforcers for the Israeli organizers.

After the 2008 grand jury indictment, Israeli
police arrested the Abergil brothers and their
associates. An Israeli district court found the
accused “extraditable” in 2009. The defen-
dants appealed, but the Israeli Supreme Court
rejected their petition last month.

Israeli courts have rarely agreed to extra-
dite their citizens to other countries, in line
with the Jewish tradition of not turning over
Jews for trial in “Christian” courts. U.S. and
Israeli officials have agreed that if found
guilty, the defendants would not receive the
death penalty and would serve any sen-
tences in Israeli prisons.

Israeli police and media have frequently
described the Abergils as bosses of one the
country’s most powerful crime syndicates,

with extensive overseas operations.
The Los Angeles Police Department has

been concerned with Israeli crime in the city
since the 1970s, as Deputy Chief Michael
Downing, who heads the LAPD’s Counter-
Terrorism and Criminal Intelligence Bureau,
and Captain Greg Hall, who commands the
Major Crimes Division, told the Los Angeles
Jewish Journal several months ago.

While stressing the cooperation of the
established Jewish and Israeli communities
with the police, the two officers noted a
gradual increase in crimes by Israelis, mostly
in such white-collar felonies as money laun-
dering, tax evasion, real estate and financial
frauds, but also in narcotics trafficking.

“Israeli crime here tends to be quite sophis-
ticated and hard to track,” Hall said. “We’re
worried about what may be going on that we
don’t know about.”

Alleged Israeli mobsters indicted in Los Angeles

Nuclear talks with Iran yield no breakthroughs
(JTA) - Talks on Iran’s nuclear program between the Islamic Republic

and six world powers have been deemed a failure. 
The talks held over the weekend in Istanbul between Iran and P5+1

- United Nations Security Council permanent members Britain, China,
France, Russia and the United States, plus Germany - did not make
progress in part because Iran came to the table with preconditions,
including that it would not halt its uranium enrichment and wanted
that right to be “recognized,” according to reports citing P5+1 officials.

“This is not the conclusion I had hoped for,” European Union foreign pol-
icy chief Catherine Ashton said in Istanbul on Saturday. “We had hoped to
embark on a discussion of practical ways forward and have made every
effort to make that happen. We expect Iran to demonstrate a pragmatic atti-
tude, and to respond positively to our openness toward dialogue and nego-
tiations. The door remains open; the choice remains in Iran’s hands.

“It remains essential that Iran demonstrates that its [nuclear] pro-
gram is exclusively for peaceful purposes,” she added. “But so far the
IAEA [International Atomic Energy Agency] has not been able to cer-
tify the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s program, given what the
Agency states is a lack of sufficient cooperation by Iran.”

On Sunday, Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad addressed
the failed talks, saying during a speech aired on live television that
“They have talked for a few rounds, but we never expected that issues
would be resolved during these few sessions because of the record
and mentality of the other parties.” Ahmadinejad said he believed that
results would be achieved in future sessions. He also said that “the
uncultured Zionists and some power-hungry people in Europe and the
U.S. are not interested in a good resolution of the issues.”

“You cannot make Iran back down an inch from its course as it is
now a nuclear state,” Ahmadinejad concluded. A date for future talks
has not been set. 

Gaza blockade legal, Turkel Commission finds
JERUSALEM (JTA) - The Israeli commission of inquiry into the Israeli

Navy’s interception of a Gaza-bound flotilla found that the naval block-
ade of Gaza does not break international law. The Turkel Commission
also found that Israeli soldiers acted in self-defense on board the Mavi
Marmara, which resulted in the deaths of nine Turkish activists.

The commission, formally known as the Public Commission to
Examine the Maritime Incident of May 31, 2010, on Sunday released
part of the report, which runs nearly 300 pages and deals with Israel’s
maritime blockade of Gaza, the Israel Defense Force’s actions in
enforcing the blockade, and the actions of the activists attempting to
break the blockade. Another part will deal with whether Israel’s exam-
ination and investigation system regarding infringements of the laws
of warfare are in accordance with international law.

The commission includes four appointed members from Israel - one
died during the proceedings - as well as two foreign observers: Nobel
Peace Prize laureate Lord David Trimble from Ireland and Brigadier
General (Ret.) Kenneth Watkin of Canada.

The committee heard the testimony of 27 witnesses over the course
of 15 days of open proceedings and the testimony of 12 witnesses
behind closed doors.

The report found that Israel’s enforcement of the naval and overland
blockade complies with international law, including its attention to
humanitarian conditions. The report did suggest, however, that Israel
should find ways to focus its sanctions on Hamas while not harming
the civilian population. The report also suggested that Israel find ways
to improve the delivery of medical care to Gazans.

The report’s conclusion read, in part, that “The naval blockade
imposed on the Gaza Strip - in view of the security circumstances and
Israel’s efforts to comply with its humanitarian obligations - was legal
pursuant to the rules of international law. 



Son of Hamas
Mosab Hassan Yousef
Tyndale House Publishers, 2010, 265 pages
Reviewed by JOSEPH LEVEN

Son of Hamas, by Mosab Hassan Yousef is both
the story of an extraordinary young man who has
lived an action-packed life and an amazing inside
account of contemporary Israeli-Palestinian histo-
ry. Not surprisingly it made The New York Times
bestseller list in March and April of 2010. It is a
must-read for anyone who follows events in Israel.

Mosab was born in Ramallah in 1978, the eldest
son of Sheikh Hassan Yousef, one of the seven
founding members of Hamas. Mosab viewed his
father as a saint-like man devoted to Islam and to
helping his fellow Moslems. Much of the book is
about their mutual relationship.

Mosab tells us that:
“Islamic life is like a ladder, with prayer and

praising Allah as the bottom rung. The higher rungs
represent helping the poor and needy, establishing
schools, and supporting charities. The highest rung
is jihad.”

This being the case, although he was not directly
involved in acts of violence, Hassan Yousef had to
support the Palestinian uprisings against the Israeli
occupation and became the public face of Hamas.
It was in this environment that Mosab spent his
youth. By the time he was ten years old he was
throwing stones at settlers’ cars. He was soon
caught by one of his victims and turned over to the
IDF, who released him at sunset. However, only a
few years later, he was caught being involved in a plot to buy guns and
was imprisoned for the first time in 1996.

The chapters on Mosab’s time in Israeli prisons are real eye-openers.

They portray both the cruelty of the Israelis to
their captives and the cruelty of the Palestinians
to each other. In many places in the book I found
myself wondering whether what I was reading
was the truth or whether there was an element of
exaggeration present. Each reader will have to
make up his or her own mind on that question. In
all events, Mosab vividly recounts many acts of
cruelty performed by the Israeli guards and inter-
rogators on the Palestinian prisoners. These
include beatings, long periods of sleep depriva-
tion, extreme heat and extreme cold. Likewise he
describes the out-and-out torture that Hamas
leaders performed on other Palestinians while in
Israeli prisons including putting needles under
their fingernails and melting plastic on their bare
skin.

As the years went by, Mosab saw more and
more clearly that his fellow Palestinians did as
much harm to themselves as they did to the
Israelis. All around him were competing factions
violently attacking each other. The streets of the
towns were lawless and anarchic. His descrip-
tions of the leadership of the Palestinian Authority
and of Yasser Arafat in particular, are scathing. Of
him, Mosab says, “Let him be remembered in our
history books, not as a hero, but as a traitor who
sold out his people for a ride on their shoulders.”

During his time in prison, a member of the Shin
Bet known as Loai spoke with Mosab and
befriended him. He showed Mosab the human
face of Israelis and attempted to win him over to

working for the Shin Bet. Amazingly, he was successful and for the
next ten years Mosab was up to his ears in Hamas activities and the
second Intifada and at the same time reporting to Israeli Intelligence
and orchestrating the arrest or killing of many of his fellow
Palestinians. This strange turn of events was facilitated by his growing
attraction to Christianity and, in particular, to the words of Jesus in the
Bible.

Mosab had begun attending a Christian study group in Jerusalem
soon after his release from prison and found answers in Christianity
that he was unable to find in the faith that he was born into. He came
to believe that his role working for the Shin Bet was ordained by God.
He expresses his belief as:

“The more I read the Bible, the more clearly I saw this single truth:
Loving and forgiving one’s enemies is the only real way to stop the
bloodshed.”

Finally after six years of drawing closer, Mosab converted to
Christianity. Between his conversion and the stress of his long years of
living a double life as a spy, by 2006 Mosab could no longer contin-
ue on. The Shin Bet reluctantly arranged for him to find asylum in the
United States, where the book Son of Hamas was written and pub-
lished by a Christian publishing house.

This review has only scratched the surface of Son of Hamas. It is
absolutely jam-packed with stories and anecdotes from the author’s
adventurous life and gives the reader all sorts of insights into the inner
workings of Palestinian society. A terrific read!

(Son of Hamas is available at the Winnipeg Public Library.)
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How the son of a Hamas leader became a top Shin Bet agent

Author Ian McEwan to receive Jerusalem Prize
JERUSALEM (JTA) - British author

Ian McEwan was chosen to receive
the prestigious Jerusalem Prize. 

The biennial prize, which will be
awarded next month in a ceremony
on the opening night of the
Jerusalem Book Fair, is Israel’s high-
est literary honor for foreign writers.
The award is given to an author
whose works best exemplify the
“freedom of the individual in soci-
ety.” 

McEwan is the author of
“Amsterdam,” “Atonement” and
“On Chesil Beach.” 

Previous Jerusalem Prize winners include Japanese author
Haruki Murakami in 2009, Arthur Miller in 2003 and Susan
Sontag in 2001. 

IAN McEWAN

“Islamic life is like a ladder,
with prayer and praising

Allah as the bottom rung.
The higher rungs represent

helping the poor and
needy, establishing schools,
and supporting charities.

The highest rung is jihad.”

Temple Shalom  
Is please to announce 

A new and segregated Jewish Cemetery 
Alternative as well as Traditional Jewish burial at

Bet Chaim…Mikdash Shalom
On the property of

Chapel Lawn Funeral Home
Proud to Serve in Your Community

4000 Portage Avenue
www.chapellawn.mb.ca

For information call  
453-1625 Temple Shalom

982-8108 Terri Hlady  Chapel Lawn



The Jew is Not my Enemy
Unveiling the Myths that Fuel Muslim anti-
Semitism
By Tarek Fatah
McClelland & Stewart
243 pages
Published 2010
Review by BERNIE BELLAN

Much has already been written and said
about how brave Tareq Fatah is for having
written this myth-blasting book.

Having been released just three months
ago, Fatah admits that he knew he would be,
for all intents and purposes, writing his own
death sentence by publishing a book that
seeks to expose the underlying falsehoods
that are the basis of Muslim anti-Semitism.

Born and raised in Pakistan, Fatah is a jour-
nalist and political advocate who is the
founder of the liberal organization, the
Muslim Canadian Congress.

Fatah says that he was motivated to write
this book following the attack by Pakistani
jihadis in Mumbai in November, 2008, in
which their prime target was the Lubavitch
centre in that city. He was amazed to realize
that nowhere in the world is the hatred of
Jews stronger than in his native Pakistan – a
country, he notes, that has almost no Jews
left, although it once had thriving communi-
ties in Peshawar and Karachi.

How is it, he asks repeatedly in the book,
that Muslims who, almost to the last man,
have no real contact with Jews anywhere,
have come to harbour such a deep and viru-
lent hatred of Jews?

While Fatah does a brilliant job of dissecting all the various reasons
that have combined to engender this fierce hatred of Jews among the
vast majority of Muslims, toward the end of the book he points to two
factors in particular for this animosity: The 1973 Yom Kippur War –
during which Israel was on the brink of defeat, and the subsequent
Arab oil embargo.

It is no secret that the Saudi Arabian fuelling of a worldwide jihadi
movement since 1973 has led to what Fatah describes as “Islamist
Muslims”, i.e. Muslims who are indoctrinated by an intolerant and
medieval strain of Islam that betrays the essential message of the
Quran which, Fatah maintains, is a loving one.

Yet herein lies the recurrent contradiction of Fatah’s thesis. While he
claims that the Quran is itself, at best ambivalent and unclear in its
various references to Jews, nonetheless many of the passages he cites
from that book can definitely be taken to incite hatred toward Jews.

At one point Fatah writes: “It would be disingenuous of me not to
acknowledge that the Quran does contain some pretty harsh language
about Jews and, to a lesser degree, Christians. The voluminous book
The Legacy of Islamic Anti-Semitism, edited by Andrew Boston, dedi-
cates an entire chapter to highlighting no fewer than fifty-two verses
that are said to depict Jews negatively.”

Fatah goes on to say that “most of these verses do not contain Jew or
Banu Israel in the original text…Still, there is no question that the
Quaran does contain verses that curse the Jews.”

Fatah provides a detailed analysis of how the “Hadith”, which is to
the Quran what the Talmud is to our Torah became the true inspiration
for Muslim hatred of Jews. He offers a sound explanation why com-
mentators who lived hundreds of years after the death of Muhammed
saw it in their interest to promote hatred of Jews – often for economic
reasons.

No matter how Muslim anti-Semitism may have originated, it is
absolutely undeniable that the loathing, not only of Jews, but anyone
else who isn’t a Muslim, is deeply entrenched within Islam. Fatah
writes: “The first time we attend Friday prayers at our neighbourhood
mosques, as boys accompanying our fathers, the sermon we hear ends
with the clarion call, “O Allah, defeat the kuffar” – Jews and other
non-Muslims.” 

At some point while reading this book, I had to ask myself: “With all
the hatred deeply embedded within Islam toward anyone who isn’t a
Moslem, just what is it about Islam that someone as sophisticated and
tolerant as Fatah finds so appealing?”

I have heard Muslims expound on the beauty of their religion –
including such figures as Irshad Manji, who are considered apostates
by the vast majority of their co-religionists. Is it simply because they
grew up in the faith that they can’t bear to admit to themselves that

Islam, while it may have many positive aspects, is
essentially a thoroughly harsh and cruel religion?

One of the most fascinating chapters in this dis-
turbing book is one about the Jews of Banu
Qurayza. In thorough detail Fatah examines the
supposed story of Muhammed’s massacre of 900
Jews who lived in a section of Medina that was
known as Banu Qurayza in the year 627. The
account of this mass killing, of people who did
not take up arms against Muhammed moreover,
has given rise over the years to the Islamic justifi-
cation for killing Jews who are innocent civilians.

Yet, according to Fatah – and he does a master-
ful job building his case – there is no evidence
whatsoever that such a massacre ever actually
took place. Again, as with the commentaries of
the Hadith, accounts of a mass killing of Jews
only began to emerge over a hundred years fol-
lowing the supposed event. Fascinatingly, Fatah
shows how the tale of the massacre of the men of
Banu Qurayza parallels the story of the fanatical
Jews who took refuge in Massada. His insights
are startling and exhibit a degree of scholarship
that is truly admirable.

Not only is “The Jew is not my Enemy” an
important book for having broken new ground in
understanding the origins of Islamic anti-
Semitism, Fatah’s experience as a journalist
makes for a gripping read. By mixing historical
research with his own personal experiences the
author crafts a read that is both compelling as a
story of his own struggle with the contradictions
of his religion as well as a convincingly written
argument. 
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Canadian Tarek Fatah exposes the lies underlying Muslim anti-Semitism

“most of these verses do not
contain Jew or Banu Israel in the

original text…Still, there is no
question that the Quaran does
contain verses that curse the

Jews.”
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

JANUARY 26

MARION BASS
On January 5th 2011, at the age of 97, Marion Bass

passed away peacefully at the Grace Hospital after a
brief stay. She is survived by her son Jerry, her daugh-
ter Sheila, five grandchildren and eight great-grand-
children.

It was with Sheila that she was afforded the opportu-
nity to travel and expand her horizons and see worlds
beyond her kitchen, and she drew on those experiences
throughout her life.

As the changing winds of time and circumstance
occurred, she endured and adjusted.

For the past twelve years since the passing of her
husband Teddy she has lived in the home of her son
Jerry with his family, making it four generations all
under one roof. She had access to the companionship
and love of her daughter-in-law Rhona, grandchildren
Marisa Bass Hochman (and husband David Hochman),
Celene and Miles Bass, great-grandchildren Lev,
Nathan and Naomi Hochman, and Shai Bass. She
celebrated every Jewish holiday, family birthdays and
special events right up to and including this past
Chanukkah. She lived her final years with dignity and
grace.

On January the sixth, under a beautiful bright sunlit
sky, as the family huddled together, Rabbi Lander of
Etz Chayim Synagogue delivered an eloquent eulogy
as Marion was laid to rest. And thus begins the loving
memory of a woman who for 97 years epitomized and
exemplified the words: Daughter, Sister, Wife, Mother,
Grandmother, Great-Grandmother.

Special thanks for the caring and compassionate help
of Scott Watson, Janet Skinner, Jennifer Small and
Amanda Bezan.

Card of  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  Thanks
The family of the late

NAOMI PALANSKY (ROSENBERG)
will always remember with grateful

appreciation your  thoughtfulness and kind
expression of sympathy during our time of
sorrow. We truly appreciated all the shiva

meals, generous donations and your
support during this most difficult time.

Bruce, Noah, Lexi, Pearl, Brenda,
Michelle, Cindy and families

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BERNARD

ATNIKOV
who passed away

February 14, 1980
28 Days in Shevat

Every day in some small way
Memories of you come our way.
Though absent you are ever
near.
Still missed, still loved and ever
dear.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children
and grandchildren, brother
and sister.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BEVERLY

FLEISHER
who passed away
January 27, 2004
4 Days in Shevat

“Love is not love which  alters
when it alteration finds”

-W.S.
Sonnet 116

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your husband
Sidney, children, grandchil-
dren, brothers, friends and
family.

In loving memory of

GORDON

KNELLER
who passed away
January 30, 1989
24 Days in Shevat

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife Edith,
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and
family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FRED

LACOVETSKY
who passed away
January 30, 2004
8 Days in Shevat

Always in our hearts
and thoughts
— Sadly missed by his loving
wife, children, grandchildren
and great-granddaughters.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RUTH POSEN
who passed away
January 26, 1989

21 Days in Shevat, 5749
—Ever present in the hearts
and souls of her family and
friends who lovingly
remember her.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MICKEY

SHAFFER
who passed away
February 1, 1997
24 Days in Shevat

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren and family.

KURT

TERHOCH
who passed away
January 28, 2006
28 Days in Tevet

PEARL

TERHOCH
who passed away
February 4, 2000
28 Days in Shevat

In loving memory of

Always in our thoughts
Forever in our hearts

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by their children,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren, family and friends.

In Memoriam

SAM BLOCK
August 4, 1924 - January 10, 2011

Peacefully, with his loving wife Jeanette by his side,
Sam Block passed away on Monday, January 10 at the
age of 86. Sam was the man to go to if you had a
problem, whether it was fixing a crooked shelf or
righting a social injustice. He was generous with his
time, volunteering his skills in Trinidad, Bolivia, and
on northern reserves, along with places closer to home
like Bleak House and MacBeth House seniors’ centres.
Sam was a warm and thoughtful person, who loved
being with family and friends; fixing and building, and
gardening.

Sam, the son of JB and Sophie Block, was born in
Winnipeg and grew up in Headingley with his brothers
Abe, Hymie and sister Chana. Sam went to St. John’s
High School in Winnipeg and then received a Bach-
elor’s degree in civil engineering from the University
of Manitoba. He began his career in Saskatchewan and
the family later moved briefly to Utah where Sam
received a Masters degree in Civil Engineering (Irriga-
tion and Drainage). Sam and his family returned to
Winnipeg in 1956 where Sam joined the civil service,
working in water resources management across the
province.

Sam is survived by his wife of nearly 61 years,
Jeanette, his daughters Lee Anne, Rhea and Sheila,
their partners Richard, Sam, and Marylin, grandchil-
dren Adam, Mira and Sasha and many nephews, nieces
and cousins. His family would like to thank Dr. Clay-
ton Dyck, Dr. Jaime Falk and the excellent staff of
Seven Oaks General Hospital on level 3 units 10, 11,
and 12 along with the staff at Fred Douglas Lodge
Personal Care Home. His family is especially grateful
for the thoughtful and compassionate care of Helen
Fainal.

Funeral services were held Wednesday at the Chesed
Shel Emes. In lieu of flowers, donations to the Seven
Oaks General Hospital Foundation or Jewish Child and
Family Services would be appreciated.

In Memoriam
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

FEBRUARY 2

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

PESA (SARA)

CHOCHINOV
who passed away
February 9, 1999
23 Days in Shevat

— Lovingly remembered by
her children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, family
and friends

In Memoriam
8th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our dear
wife, mother and

grandmother

BERNICE

COHEN
who passed away

January 30th, 2003
27 Days in Shevat, 5763

Always in our thoughts,
Always in our hearts,
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her loving husband
Larry, her children Stuart
(Dana), Jeffrey (Dorie) and
her grandchildren, Daniel,
Jonathan and Alex.

In loving memory of

KERRY COHEN
who passed away
February 9, 1996
19 Days in Shevat

Always in our thoughts,
Forever in our hearts,
Kerry, we miss you so much.
— Your dad Larry, brothers
Stuart and Jeffrey, and their
families.

In Memoriam
15th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

10th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

HAROLD M.

MARGOLIS
who passed away

February 17, 2001
24 Days in Shevat

From the practice of this plain
craft
come works of everlasting
artistry,
And as from densest lead are
cast the wings
on which thoughts fly past
centuries,
So from blackest ink shines
forth
the light of words that make
men free.
Always remembered by his
brother, sisters, children,
grand-children, family and
friends.

In loving memory of

MOLLY CLARICE

PITSCH
who passed away
February 1, 2000
25 Days in Shevat

Forever in our hearts and with
our spirits.
— Your daughters, grand-
children, sister, family and
friends.

11th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

KAY SERA
who passed away
February 5, 2010
21 Days in Shevat

— Always remembered and
very sadly missed by her loving
husband, children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MAX

STRONGER
who passed away
February 2, 1957
1st Day in Adar

Your sense of humor and
poisitive attitude is kept alive
in your grandson, Michael
Stronger, named in your
memory.
— Ever remembered by your
son Barry and family.

13th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ROSE

SUCHAROV
who passed away

February 18, 1998
22 Days in Shevat

Your legacy lives on.
— Lovingly remembered and
missed by your children,
grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

LAURIE

THOMPSON
who passed away

February 24, 2006
26 days in Shevat

Your passing saddened us
Your love and warmth embrace
us
Your smile and passionate
heart sustain us
— Forever loved and missed
by your wife, children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
3rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of my
dear sister
PEARL

WAINSTOCK
who passed away on

January 31, 2008
24 Days in Shevat

— Forever remembered and
sadly missed by your loving
sister Anne.

In Memoriam
12th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

HARRY

DORDICK
who passed away

February 17, 1999
1 Day in Adar I

— Forever missed by your
wife, daughter, grandchildren,
family and friends.

In Memoriam

In memory of
RAE DREMAN

who passed away
February 14, 2002

2 Days in Adar
— Lovingly remembered and
always missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

EVA GOOT
who passed away

February 18, 1991
4 Days in Adar 1

— Ever remembered by
grandchildren Francie and
Eric, Beverley and Bryan and
great-grandchildren.

In loving memory of

In Memoriam

ROSE ZENITH
who passed away
February 7, 2000

1 day in Adar

SAM ZENITH
who passed away

April 4, 2004
13 days in Nisan

Always in our thoughts. Forever in our hearts.
— Their children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

11th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JACK

NIMCHONOK
who passed away
February 5, 2000
30 Days in Shevat

— Greatly missed by his loving
children, grandchildren,
sisters, family and dear
friends.

In loving memory of

FRED SHAPIRO
who passed away

February 11, 2005
2 Days in Adar

— Sadly missed by his wife,
children, grandchildren and
great-granddaughter.

In Memoriam
6th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RIVKE

(REGINA)

FLEISHER
who passed away
22 days in Shevat

February 10th, 2007
— Sadly missed and fondly
remembered by her children
Miriam and William, daughter
in law Doreen and
grandchildren Zach, Ben,
Gideon and Raisa.

4th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

CLARA

MELNICER
who passed away
January 28, 2007
9 days in Shevat

— Dearly loved and sadly
missed by her children and
grandchildren.
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Gerry Posner

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
CHANA

POLLOCK
who passed away

February 17, 2002
5 days in Adar

- Always remembered and
sadly missed by her nephews,
nieces, grandnephews and
grandnieces, great-
grandnephews and great-
grandnieces.

14th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
beloved

EVA
ROSENSTOCK

who passed away
February 8, 1997

1 Day in Adar, 5757
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

WILLIAM (BILL)

ITZKOW
who passed away

February 11, 2008
5 Days in Adar I

— Sadly missed by his wife,
Dolly, children, grand-
children, family and friends.

In loving memory of

MANDEL
MINUK

who passed away
March 5, 1979

6 Days in Adar, 5739
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

WILLIAM (BILL)

OMNITSKY
who passed away

February 10, 2005
1 Day in Adar

— Ever loved and remembered
by his family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

GERTIE KNELMAN
who passed away

February 23, 2007
5 Days in Adar

— Remembered with love and
sadly missed by her loving
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

My brother and I
went to Iowa City,
Iowa in October to
celebrate what would
have been my moth-
er’s 100th birthday this
year. Why Iowa City?
It was the place
where my mother

was born, raised and educated between 1910
and 1930. It was the place where our family
used to visit each summer so that we could
spend time with our grandparents, aunts and
uncles and cousins. It was a place where we
had many unused memories waiting to be
opened up. It was the place where my grand-
parents had settled in 1906 - coming there
because my grandfather thought that this
location, with a university, would be a good
place to be for his children, and a place
where he could carve out a living and a com-
fortable life for himself and his family ( which
grew to be six children). He was right.

As it turned out, our choice of the weekend
coincided with the University of Iowa
Homecoming Weekend and for us, it was a
kind of a homecoming. We drove and, in
fact, we even recreated the original drive that
our parents had made many times in the late
40’s and the 50’s with us. This ride took us
through all the little towns, as back then the
major interstate highways with divided roads
just did not exist. In fact, we commented on
the fact that our grandfather would have
been more than pleased to see the vast
changes in automobile transportation. He
had been one of the first persons to bring for-
ward to the Democratic Party a plan to build
the very interstate highway system now in
existence. The great irony was that, not very
far from his resting place at the Agudas
Achim Cemetery, is the very interstate high-
way he had lobbied for so vigorously. But,
we also wondered if he did not turn to his
wife, my grandmother, and ask if the inter-
state was such a great idea after all, given all
the negatives aspects of automobile trans-
portation in 2010?

Everything about the weekend in Iowa City
was better than we could have anticipated.
We were fortunate to have lovely weather,
but better than the weather was connecting
with our past in meaningful ways. We went to
the home where my mother was born and
raised up until she was about fifteen. I was
shocked to see it was still there, the only
house remaining on that street as all the oth-
ers had been razed and converted to com-
mercial purposes. I was sure this house was
over 100 years old and it now was being used
by three families, as we could observe from
the separate entrances. We saw the nearby
train tracks where my mother, as a little girl,
used to wave to the passing trains. We walked
over to the creek in the back and speculated
about the number of times she had played
close by. We tried to visualize the family as it
was with nine people including six little kids
all born within eight years, a father and moth-
er and a grandmother all living in this one
house. What had not changed was the front
porch, the same porch as shown in a family
photo of my mother’s family and two of her
aunt and uncle’s families all together. It was
1922 and seeing this spot filled me with a
nostalgic longing for that moment when this
picture was taken, especially given that all
but one in the picture are gone.

Then we drove over a short distance to the
second home on a lovely boulevard, and I
sensed not much had changed on the street
except home improvements. I was not all that

surprised to see that what had once been a
single family dwelling now was a kind of
rooming house occupied by no less than nine
students. The home was, after all, a pleasant
walk to the University of Iowa. What a lovely
home this was and how happy must it have
been during those years in a little place like
Iowa City. We tried to relive the walk my
mother would have taken to the University of
Iowa, but along the way, by chance ( or was
it), we came across the Iowa State Historical
Building. We wandered in there and with a
little digging we uncovered the Iowa Who’s
Who of 1940 and sure enough there was my
grandfather written up in that book. We
uncovered a few previously unknown facts
about the family. That was a moment.

Then we drove over to see the homes of my
grandparents and my aunts and uncles. Of
this we were sure. Even though Iowa City
was unrecognizable to us in almost every
way, what had not changed an iota was the
home where we had visited as kids. The
house and the yard were vintage 1950. No
one was home, but when I peeked in, I saw
the kitchen nook where my grandfather used
to sit religiously listening to the news on the
radio close by and it was just as I remem-
bered it. As we walked from my grandpar-
ent’s house to my other relatives ( everyone
lived so close to each other, they could prac-
tically speak to one another without yelling),
we could hear loud noises with music com-
ing close by and sure enough it was the
rehearsal for the Iowa Marching band for the
game the next day. There, on this field where
I had played as a youngster, were what
seemed like several hundred students in
shorts( the weather was warm and sunny)
practicing for the big night. My grandparents
would not have believed it, but I think they
would have loved the pomp and ceremony
and even the music.

And then the game. My mother loved foot-
ball when she lived in Canada. She was a pas-
sionate supporter of the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers. It was always clear to my sister and
brother that she developed this affection at
what is now known as Kinnick Stadium watch-
ing the Iowa Hawkeyes. Therefore, we felt we
had to go - even at $ 150.00 a ticket near the
end zone. True, when she attended there were
never 70,000 people at the game. In addition,
there can be no doubt that back in the days
when my mother was attending the Hawkeye
games, the fans did not stand for the entire
game. And for sure, tailgate parties did not
exist in the 1920’s and 30’s. But that enthusi-
asm, the unending love of the team, I suppose,
was not any different now than in the days
when my mother was a student.

What likely was the crowning part of the
trip and what would have given my mother
the greatest satisfaction was that we were
welcomed by cousins to stay at their home (
lucky thing as we would have had to stay in
Cedar Rapids owing to the lack of hotels in
Iowa City that weekend). Their hospitality was
genuine and warm. I reflected on that picture
taken back in 1922 which included my moth-
er and several of her first cousins. Well, two
of the children of one of her first cousins, now
70 and 64, and their respective spouses treat-
ed us royally. That close knit family of over 80
years ago was once again revived and I know
my mother would have embraced that fact.
The values in her life seemed to have been
recognized and 100 years later, all of the fam-
ily shared that thought. The result is this. I
believe this trip was one of the better things I
have done in my life. It was such a sweet
Homecoming.

A homecoming unlike any other

By

GERALD S POSNER



She realizes that she is awake. Oh God,
another day, she thought. Her eyelids begin to
open slowly as if they are glued together and
were forced to be opened. She is in the prone
position in bed and has to force her head to
turn to the right to see the clock on the dresser.
It is 11:30. The red number that shines from the
clock seems to scream at her, “You aren’t up
yet, you lazy woman!”

Thank goodness the children don’t come home for lunch today and Jeff
has his lunch at the office, she tells herself. What did I take last night? I
remember taking my usual nighttime antidepressants, sleeping pills,
gravol (how many was that - three or four?). Did I also take the antihist-
amine? Sleep is my friend. When I sleep, there is no pain except for my
nightmares. Oh, how I wish the nightmares would go away. Yes, I
remember: I woke up at 4 am. How could I face the day at that time? I
must sleep, the day is too long and lonely as it is without those added
hours to it. I took another sleeping pill then, or was it two?

Rachel staggers out of bed and forces herself to go the washroom. She
is urinating and suddenly feels sick to her stomach. Quickly, she grabs
the garbage pail and retches.

Oh, I just want to feel good. She forces herself to wash her face and
brush her teeth.

I must go downstairs and have something to eat.
Slowly and deliberately, she grabs on to the banister and navigates her-

self downstairs. Coffee, she exclaims to herself. It will give me some pep. 
Her body feels heavy and it is with a great deal of effort that she navi-

gates around the kitchen, forcing herself to do the simple tasks that
necessitate making her breakfast. She makes the coffee and pours herself
a bowl of cereal, pops some bread into the toaster and sits down. She sits
on the kitchen chair and is happy to be able to sit and eat her breakfast.

Her breakfast finished, Rachel continues to stare at the clock on the
wall.

Maybe I’ll have a little more cereal. Anything to be able to sit and not
have to move.

She staggers to the pantry and takes out the cereal box again. She now
has an excuse to sit. What can be wrong about someone eating break-
fast? The second bowl of cereal completed, she must now prepare for the
day.

I must take a bath and get dressed. What if someone knew it was 12:30
pm and I had just finished breakfast? Oh, a bath. What a task. I will have
to wash my hair and then blow-dry it, then put on my clothes and put
on makeup. I must make myself presentable to hide my misery.

Slowly, she again makes her way to the stairs. Each step is an effort. Her
legs feel as if cement blocks were weighing them down.

Before she can start her long climb up the stairs, the phone rings.
Damn, I wonder who that is.

It is her friend Lynne and they engage in a lengthy discussion, but every
moment that Rachel is on the phone, she is panicked. I must get dressed.
What if Jeff comes home and sees she isn’t even dressed.

“Lynne, I’ve got to go now. I have to go to the school to talk to Ben’s
teacher.”

She hangs up the phone, feeling somewhat ashamed that she has lied.
She prepares for her bath and once in the tub, Rachel sighs. Oh, I can’t
get out. It feels so warm in the bath water. She pours more hot water into
the tub and sits awhile longer. I must get out of the bath. She unplugs the
bath plug and watches the water run down the drain. She forces herself
to get out of the tub.

She turns to the closet and begins to pick out her clothes. Any old thing
will do. “No!” she screams out loud. “I must keep up the pretense.” She
picks out a clean pair of jeans and a silk blouse. Carefully, she begins to
dress. Alas, it is 1:45 and she is finally dressed.

She looks around the room and it is a mess. She had promised Jeff that
she would clean up today. He’ll be angry. He’ll shout and scream at me.
He’ll call me lazy and useless. I won’t cry. I’ll just bury myself inside and
the screams and insults won’t hurt. It will be okay.

She must get the laundry done. The kids need clean clothes and Jeff
doesn’t have any clean shirts or underwear. Slowly, almost in a hypnotic
trance, she makes her way to the huge mountain of dirty clothes in the
laundry room. She begins to sort the laundry into piles of dark and white
clothes. Please, God, don’t let me lose any of Jeff’s socks. She cringes as
she thinks of Jeff’s rage when she loses his socks. Oh, of all the things that
he gets upset about, a lost sock can set off a huge amount of abuse. The
words are so painful, please just hit me and let it be over.

A load of laundry is finally in the machine. I think I’ll rest now and
watch my soap operas on TV. They are her companions, her friends. They
never yell or scream at her.

She finishes watching her program and then wanders into the kitchen.
I must make the kids and Jeff’s lunch for tomorrow. Carrot sticks must be
cut up to add to their lunches. Oh, what a job. Supper must get started.
Please God, help me get through it.

Rachel manoeuvres in the kitchen slowly, painfully, and as if by remote

control, she manages to complete her tasks. The children are home from
school. Ben must go deliver his papers, Sara must get to the orthodontist
and David must go to hockey practice. Sara’s friend’s mother is taking
Sara to the orthodontist. Thank God I don’t have to drive. My feet vibrate
on the brake pedal and my hands are too shaky to hold the keys steady
enough to put them in the ignition. Jeff will take David to hockey prac-
tice.

Jeff’s home. Please don’t let him be in a bad mood. It’s too late. She
reads his moods immediately as he enters the hallway. His eyes are nar-
row and his lips are tight and he grunts a “Hello.”

She immediately is in a panic. She sets the table and gets supper on it.
Then you can go and hide in your room. They all sit down at the supper
table. Oh God, the potatoes are too hard, the chicken is too brown. What
will they say

Jeff is arguing with the children. Look into your plate, Rachel, and eat,
and soon the meal will be over. Oh, I must say something. He’s picking
on Sara again. Poor Sara runs away from the table in tears. Ben and David
remain at the table. Jeff has swallowed his food and immediately lights a
cigarette.

“Please don’t smoke until I am finished eating,” Rachel finds herself
saying.

“Shut Up!”
Rachel feels herself shrinking inward and she immediately begins to

clear the table.
If I can just clean up the kitchen, I can go to my room. It won’t take

long. Wash the pots, rinse the dishes and put them in the dishwasher. Jeff
won’t let me turn it on. It will disturb his TV watching and use too much
water. I can run away soon to my bedroom. The children will wander in
and I can quietly talk to them and help them with their homework. Then
I can take my drugs and I will be safe. In a world where Jeff can’t hurt me
and I won’t be afraid.

Tomorrow, I will have to wake up again. Oh no. Oh no. 
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R E A L  E S T A T E

ADVANCED REALTY

Buy or sell through me and
receive Air Miles

Joyce Rykiss

925-7999
e-mail address: jrykiss@mts.net

P R O F E S S I O N A L S

Bus.   339-6969
Fax.   339-2717
Res.   334-7086

Certified General Accountant
PHILIP KAHANOVITCH

B. Comm. (Hon), M.B.A., C.G.A.
• Accounting •Auditing
•Tax •Data Processing
212-2211 McPhillips St.
Winnipeg, MB R2V 3M5

FOR RENT

TIFFANY TOWERS
 1179 GRANT

Large 1 bdr, 2 bdr and
Penthouse suites across

from Grant Park S.C.
includes all util. & laundry.

Balc., pool, heated undergrd.
parking, on bus route.

Contact
453-5178

ALWAYS READY TO HELP
CALL HARVEY FINEMAN

• home contents sales
• consignment sales

• garage sales
• appraisals

488-0647 or
 cel  951-1552

S A L E S  &  A P P R A I S A L S

Piano, Guitar & Voice
Studio

 Students Ages 4 and Up
Over 30 Years of Musical

Excellence
Linden Woods. 489-9048.

rpeart@mts.net
Registered piano teacher,

Concert artists.

MUSIC LESSONS

Advertise  in

The Jewish Post & News

Call 694-3332

for information.

SENIOR HOMES
BEIT-AM

765 Aikins St.
3 Rm, (1Bed), elevator

Balcony all utilities inc with
rent $669.00

ROSH-PINA CO-OP
133 MATHESON

3 rm. (1 bed) elevator
Balcony all utilities inc

rent $699.00
phone Barb ext. 2227
Astroid Mgt 338-4671

Palm Desert, CA
Palm Valley C.C.
Avail. Feb. 1/11

2 bdr. & den condo
exquisitely furnished

immaculate condition,
ultra modern furnishings.

Golf cart included
Email:

palmvalley1@gmail.com

VACATION RENTAL

By

RICKI SEGAL

Rachel’s Day
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Community news
Jewish schools should evolve to meet diverse

community needs says educator
By REBECA KUROPATWA

As far back as 1902, Winnipeg has
enjoyed the presence of organized Jewish
day school education. Back then, Jewish
families lived close to one another, and
shared a common heritage and desire to
maintain that heritage.

Now entering the 21st century, many soci-
ological, demographic, economic, and
political factors have changed the face of
this reality. 

“Before we decide to change or stay the
way we are, we need to ask if our school
serves our community; if our Jewish com-
munity organizations represent the commu-
nal interests of our day school; and to know
what it means when we claim to promote
continuity of the Jewish community,” said
Rory Paul, Head of School, Gray Academy
of Jewish Education and CEO, Winnipeg
Board of Jewish Education. 

“Addressing these issues wisely will allow
us to create schools in which students value
their own Judaism while building commu-
nity with those who affiliate with Judaism differently.”

According to Paul, Jewish education must always be evolving. “Through
focus group discussion with stakeholders, discoveries on various perspec-
tives of Judaism will require that educators and lay board leaders review
practical adaptations to structures like, school-wide rituals, observing
Shabbat, school-wide celebrations, choices in Judaic Studies courses, and
new forms of experiential education.” 

What Paul said he especially appreciates is Gray Academy being a local
Jewish community leader in Jewish peoplehood and continuity. On a more
personal level, he has found over the last eight years that he has been at
the school, he “has gained a better understanding of how and why [he]
chooses to live [his] life Jewish-ly.”

Jewish schools across North America are moving in a pluralistic direc-
tion, said Paul. At Gray Academy, he said, “Changes we’ve made to our
understanding of community and pluralism have resulted in the opening
of our doors to many more families. We’re engaged in a process of evolu-
tion that recognizes and takes into consideration that our Jewish world has
experienced changes in its communal relationships.

“Jewish society is more diverse in its values, ideologies, and lifestyles
than ever before and is no longer as ethnically homogenous as it once
was…challenging the notion of ‘Jewish’ community, and therefore our
school.”

What Gray Academy has done in response to this community make-up
change is initiated action plans that question what its stakeholders have in
common, developing new programs based on a better understanding of
the school’s community as it actually exists. 

The result? Paul said, “A school community with a common purpose,
and a school that provides individuals with the freedom to maintain con-
nections to their individual interests. From that comes a shared sense of
responsibility for one another, a common mission, and a common experi-
ence and process.” 

Unique to Manitoba and Western Canada, Gray Academy offers a
Hebrew and Judaic education, allowing graduating students to receive two
diplomas – one from the Province of Manitoba in General Studies and one
from Gray Academy of Jewish Education in Judaic Studies. Both diplomas
are recognized at the university level as the Judaic curriculum is recog-
nized by Manitoba Education.

“To generate interest for teachers to go into Jewish education, there must
be opportunity,” said Paul.

One way he imagines this might be achievable is for Gray Academy to
explore partnerships with public school bilingual programs. “Teachers may
be able to move between systems without any personal or professional
negative impact, and university Judaic teacher programs may consider cre-
ating off-site campuses for Judaic teacher education allowing interested
Canadian students to study more cost effectively.

“Cooperation between the university Judaic educator program and the
Jewish day schools could also be had, providing teacher practicum expe-
rience in day schools across Western Canada.”

Some young adult parents of Gray Academy students have been asking
the school about adult education classes, something Paul said the Board of
Jewish Education is looking into creating, noting, “as things change, we
change to fill the people’s needs.”

One remaining concern Paul noted is the recent “non-immigrant growth
of students in our school, causing a struggle to house a growing student
population in a finite building. In the next couple of years, we’ll be look-
ing at taking space from other areas (i.e. converting lounge areas into class-
rooms). But, we’re not at the point where we need to be turning people
away who want to come to our school.” 

RORY PAUL: “Addres-
sing these issues wisely
will allow us to create
schools in which stu-
dents value their own
Judaism while building
community with those
who affiliate with
Judaism differently.”


